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Abstract  

 This deliverable, produced within the WP2 of the MEDIEVAL project, presents the Video Service Control 

(VSC) initial architecture designed for the evolution of the current Internet  in order to provide support for 

efficient video traffic transport. The different functional modules composing the VSC subsystem are 

presented together with interface specification. A first attempt to validate the proposed architecture is 

provided by describing how the subsystem works to support specific use-cases. 
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Executive Summary 

The purpose of this deliverable is to present the MEDIEVAL Video Service Control (VSC) initial 

architecture which is part of the MEDIEVAL entire architecture, designed for the evolution of the current 

Internet in order to provide support for efficient video traffic transport. This document describes challenging 

user video services, and their requirements which are later on tackled by the VSC core functionalities and 

proposed architecture. The proposed architecture presented in section 6 describes in details the 

functionalities and the subsystems composing the VSC. We have validated the architecture with most typical 

usage scenarios as can be found in section 7 composing both internal and external interactions via a set of 

defined interfaces, available in section 8.  

To drive the architecture and specification of the VSC, we target a set of user video services that are 

identified as key by the mobile network operators. The services targeted are detailed in section 4 and are 

Personal Broadcast (which enables mobile users as a source of video information by enhancing today‘s 

uploading-to-server-first techniques), Mobile TV (which allows for optimal access to TV services while on 

the move), Video on Demand (enhancing access to video content through caching and wireless access 

networking optimization mechanisms) and Interactive Video (which enables real-time communication 

between users including video). From each of these services, we first analyzed the functionality available 

from the state of the art and then, based on this analysis, we identify the key requirements that are needed to 

be satisfied by VSC. The requirements provided in this deliverable are VSC derived, while in deliverable 

D1.1 [1] requirements from the overall MEDIEVAL perspective are provided. 

The derived architecture thus follows the requirements, and scenarios specified in D1.1 and cover the main 

VSC functionalities. The main objective is to provide a tight integration between the VSC and the underlying 

network to enable optimizations at various network levels, thus the approach is to expose interfaces with the 

underlying network to inform on network events and to allow adaptation of the video streams to the network 

events. The VSC thus contains the following subsystems: 

 ISP Portal, exposes the available services at the inner ISP domain. 

 Provisioning, divided into Service/Content and User Provisioning sub-modules. 

 Session Management, divided into Session Management & E2E monitoring and Video Control & 

QoE Engine sub-modules.  

 Adaptation & Transport, divided into Content Adaptation, Content Protection and Network Aware 

Transport sub-modules.  

The main interactions between those subsystems and the basic concepts regarding advanced video services 

are identified and specified in this deliverable, the MEDIEVAL approach places the QoE perceived by the 

network users as the main criteria for the optimization, thus the main objective of VSC follow it, the 

approach for QoE optimization is defined on a per service basis. For VoD services, the specific movies are 

offline processed to relate measurable QoS attributes to QoE estimations for the movie, this follow the 

concept that different movie scenes has different QoE/QoS curves. For live content in PBS and mobile TV 

services, a set of QoS/QoE curves will be used; this set of mapping is calculated based on averaging many 

reference clips per a given configuration (such as video resolution). To improve the estimation in the live 

case, filling the gap of the specific movie characteristics, the architecture defined side information to be 

retrieved from the E2E monitoring, which complement and improve the QoE estimation at a given time. In 

all services, the QoE/QoS mappings are provided to the underlying network to improve congestion handling 

with the aim of maximizing the global QoE among all network users sharing the bottleneck. Moreover we 

have defined interfaces which are enabling the network to inform on resource allocation change and mobility 

events, these notifications will create content adaptation/protection at the Adaptation & Transport module. 

The architecture specification first identified logical entities, which are then mapped into physical entities, 

comprising Provisioning Server, Session Management Server and Adaptation & Transport located at the 

various sources such as CDNs, User Terminal, or Video Servers located within the ISP domain. In order to 

validate the proposed architecture, we have analysed various useful usage scenarios, including provisioning, 

session setup, adaptation initiated by the network and adaptation initiated by the video control based on E2E 

monitoring. These usage scenarios are defined in Section 7. 
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1 Introduction 

Video Services Control Subsystem is responsible of managing the services provisioning, session initiation 

and on-going session management including aspects of video adaptation and network aware transport 

mechanisms to various video user services, including VoD, MobileTV, PBS and more. The main idea is to 

define a system which optimizes the QoE perceived by the network users rather than traditional QoS driven 

optimization. The Video Control Subsystem should develop network mechanisms to generate QoE metadata 

and provide it to the underlying network through the video services interface at session initiation, allowing 

improved congestion handling over shared network resources. VSC aims to provide a tighter integration 

between application and core network enabling coordination of video adaptation for delivery over video 

aware heterogeneous wireless access, making possible to improve the QoE in mobility and dynamic network 

resources events. In order to link the video applications with the evolved video delivery network, a set of 

signalling interactions is defined making possible the establishment, modification or release of transport 

bearers to convey multimedia services to multiple users. These new interactions are bridging the gaps 

between applications and networks and allow different multimedia contents to be delivered to groups of 

users in the while the global QoE perceived by the network users is maximised, it requires a study of new 

service primitives‘ investigation for supporting dynamic multimedia channel management, taking into 

account content adaptation and forward error correction schemes usage for a reliable video distribution. The 

goal of the VSC Subsystem is to manage video aware service control interface and mechanisms to deal with 

video services in future aware mobile networks. The following objectives are defined for this subsystem: 

 Enable a reliable video delivery over an evolved mobile network which offers improved resources 

utilisation and an enhanced user experience, by proposing a new cross-layer interface between the 

Video Service Control subsystem (video applications), and Mobility/Transport Optimizations 

subsystems. 

 Designing a set of innovative service controllers to support a new world of video applications 

leveraged by the social networking trend, hiding the service management issues from the multimedia 

applications in order to allow new video-related services, with QoS support, improving resource 

utilisation and application flexibility. 

 Provide reliable and adaptive content delivery in the inherently unreliable networks maximising the 

users‘ Quality of Experience taking into account the network dynamics as well as other potential 

factors, such as monetisation schemes or user differentiation, for the variety of video-rich 

applications.  

The three objectives gave origin to three tasks that target to fulfil each objective accordingly. 

Video Services

Applications

Network Services

Medieval Aware APPs

Task 2.2: Service Management 

Task 2.3: Reliable and adaptive 
content delivery

Task 2.1: Video Services Interface 

WP3, WP4 and WP5

 

 

Figure 1: WP2 tasks relationship 

Task 2.1: Video Services Interface: In that sense, Task 2.1 aims at defining an interface between video 

service control with both video-rich applications and other components, more precisely with Mobility and 

Transport Optimisation subsystems. The goals of this new interface is to exchange cross-layer information in 
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order to optimize video-related decision making in the non-video layers, and network-status awareness 

decisions in the video service layer. 

Task 2.2: Service Management: The objective of this task is the specification of new service controllers to 

consent a novel world of social video applications supporting service convergence. The social network trend 

forces operators to face new challenges, such as new subscription schemas based on subscribers approval, 

scale mechanisms to deal with service announcement and discovery, mapping of service user groups into 

network-based groups, management of different content sources. But these enablers should also support 

traditional video services by making available a set of service capabilities common to all video applications 

independently of their specificities. Therefore, this task intends to provide a consistent set of controllers to 

abstract applications of the service management issues. 

Task 2.3: Reliable and adaptive content delivery: This task will research methods to improve users‘ QoE 

for the variety of video-rich applications considered by MEDIEVAL, each of which having its own unique 

requirements and characterisation for QoE. For that, it will be studied dynamic algorithms that need to take 

into consideration the application QoE profile and requirements, the momentary behaviour of the wireless 

link and its dynamicity, the QoS available by the relevant core network service nodes, and predictions that 

might arise from events such as mobility. In that sense, this task aims at studying error correction schemes at 

application layer and the associated signalling procedures to assure a reliable content delivery for both uplink 

and downlink applications, also taking into account the network dynamics in an optimal way. 

This document (D2.1) defines the Video Service Control subsystem architecture, its main interactions with 

the other MEDIEVAL and network elements, its inner module and structure. In this deliverable we have 

studied the relevant prior art and reference technologies, analyzed and defined the MEDIEVEL user services 

and provided initial requirements. We have also defined the initial architecture to address the VSC objectives 

through a set of entities, interfaces and their internal and external interactions through network procedures 

with underlying network elements 

The document is constructed as follows: 

 Section 2: Key contributions summarises the key contributions reported on this deliverable. 

 Section 3: Reference Technologies, provide a brief introduction to relevant technologies like QoE, 

video adaptation, standards and related EU projects. 

 Section 4: Video Services Requirements, defines the medieval services, it provide a description of 

each service and a set of initial requirements. 

 Section 5: Video Services Functions and challenges, provide a functional view of WP2 activities, 

role and challenges. 

 Section 6: Video Services Architecture provides a set of logical entities, their internal and external 

interfaces, and a description of their role. In addition it provides an initial physical mapping of the 

logical entities to network element.   

 Section 7: Usage Scenarios, provides a set of procedures, showing the interactions between 

MEDIEVAL elements with from the point of view of WP2. 

 Section 8: Interfaces, provides a textual description of the internal and external interfaces. 

 Section 9: Summary and conclusion, provides a summary and a look at the future planned work. 
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2 Key Contributions 

The list below represents the contributions offered by the MEDIEVAL project regarding the work achieved 

in this deliverable. Given the focus of the MEDIEVAL project, this deliverable tackled the challenges of the 

demanding mobile video services and proposed novel architecture designs and solutions for challenging 

mobile video services.  

 The characteristics of emerging mobile video services are identified (e.g. Personal Broadcasting 

Service). Specific requirements for typical video application types are understood and dealt with 

throughout this deliverable. 

 The architecture of video services is presented in this deliverable. It supports reliable and adaptive 

delivery of mobile video applications by integrating provisioning and control of video services and 
interactions with the networks and terminals.  

 Support optimizations for common used video services provided by the ISP portal and OTT portals. 

 Introduce the QoE in the video content adaptation and user mobility to address the challenges of 

distribution over hybrid and dynamic networks (e.g., congestion, mobility, and others). 

 Existing Quality of Service (QoS) mechanisms offer guaranteed/maximum bit rate, delay and packet 

loss at the expense of admitting only a limited number of users to the system. the VSC subsystem of 

MEDIEVAL introduces the Quality of Experience (QoE) engine to be the heart of the work 

conducted on traffic engineering and content adaptation in order to stratify the user satisfaction 

fairness criterion across users. A contribution to the standard 3GPP/SA2 Rel11 is under construction 
to go step further than the explicit congestion notification; 

 A cross-layer optimization strategy taking into account the transport layer is proposed, on the one 

hand application-aware network management and on the other hand network-aware service control. 
The video adaptation is conducted on the two levels in a collaborating manner. 

 The architecture of VSC subsystem addresses the relation between video services and mobility 

management. The VSC entities communicate to the Mobility entities requirements needed for a 

specific service and at the same time Mobility entities can request adaptations in order to face 

different network conditions due to mobility. 

 The architecture and the challenges of MEDIEVAL project are proposed as a contribution in the 

NEM Summit 2011 conference (a collaborative work of all the partners) [42]. In this paper, we 

present the envisioned challenges that should be tackled to integrate the QoE in the video delivery 

between the server and the client with the cooperation of the network. Recently we are informed that 
the paper was rejected, our plans is to improve it and submit the paper to additional conferences. 
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3 Reference Technologies  

This section presents the major technologies referenced by the VSC subsystem in the development of its 

architecture and in the definition of the Video Services Control. 

3.1 Quality of Experience 

3.1.1 Definition of Quality of Experience 

Today, a new concept is gaining momentum against the usual Quality of Service (QoS) concept. The Quality 

of experience (QoE) is sometimes also called Quality of User Experience. It is concerned with the overall 

customer experience perceived when he is accessing and using a service. Especially for video applications, 

experience of the video application is more sensitive and has more dimensions compared to traditional 

applications. 

For video applications, at the focus in MEDIEVAL project, there could be a broad definition of QoE, 

covering all phases during a video service, e.g., satisfaction of video quality, user interfaces, devices, etc. In 

the MEDIEVAL project we will refer as QoE only to the perceptual quality of videos impacted by the video 

delivery chain. 

The most commonly used metric to reflect QoE levels is called the Mean Opinion Score (MOS). It consists 

in soliciting the user‘s opinion to rate the quality of the video after compression and transmission. MOS 

gives a score ranging from 1 (bad) to 5 (excellent) about the perceived content quality. The MOS is 

generated by averaging the results of a set of standard, subjective tests where a number of viewers rate the 

tested sequences, consisting in pieces of compressed videos transmitted over the communication channel. 

The MOS method need for extensive battery of tests in a controlled environment, with a large panel of users 

(see ITU-R Rec. BT.500 and ITU-T Rec. P.910).  

 

3.1.2 Evaluating QoE 

To leverage the complexity of the subjective tests, objective video quality assessment algorithms have gained 

a lot of attention. They can be classified as media-layer based, bit stream- based or a combination of both. 

Media-layer metrics require a complete decoding of the received video sequence, whereas bit stream metrics 

only perform a parsing of the encoded video stream in order to estimate visual quality. They can be further 

classified into three categories:  

 Full Reference (FR) methods compute the quality difference between a ‗perfect‘ version of the 

image/video and a ‗distorted‘ version 

 No Reference (NR) methods estimate the quality of the signal without any knowledge of the 

‗perfect‘ version 

 Reduced Reference (RR) methods have access to partial information regarding the ‗perfect‘ version 

to compare to the quality of the distorted signal 

The most commonly used full reference objective metric for video quality is the PSNR (Peak Signal-to-

Noise Ratio). As the PSNR does not exploit the spatiotemporal correlation of the video stream, the metric 

called SSIM (Structural SIMilarity) has been proposed [34]. 

FR methods require access to the original video — this prevents them from being deployed in most practical 

situations. Moreover, they require a great deal of processing power and are only used as tools for designing 

image- and video-processing algorithms for in-lab testing. They cannot be deployed for monitoring inline 
service. 

RR methods are less complex in terms of processing overhead as they use a reduced amount of information. 

However, accessing even partial information from the original video is still not possible in most practical 
situations. 
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From a real-time monitoring point of view, it is clear that NR bit-stream-based video quality metrics are the 

most interesting, seeing as they do not require access to the original video sequence and the decoding of the 

received video stream. Since NR methods do not require any reference information, they can be used in real 

time, and the processing cost is not as high as for the full reference approaches. However, the price for this 

flexibility is reduced accuracy in the quality predictions.  

In the MEDIEVAL project, we will use the Video Inspector Tool of ALU [41] to assess the performance of 

the algorithms which will be developed during the project. 

The video inspector tool is able to assess the end-user experience for a wide variety of standard and 

proprietary streaming solutions, and was designed to be easily extendable with new protocols. The video 

inspector tool currently supports the most commonly used video delivery protocols, RTP/RTSP streaming 

protocols [22] [23], Apple HTTP Live Streaming (HTTP Adaptive Streaming running on the Apple 

iPhone/iPad [24]) and HTTP Flash progressive download [26]. 

The video inspector tool simulates the buffering model and end-user video rendering, enabling the analysis 

of the relationship between low network/protocol layer issues and any degradation of the end-user 
experience.  

3.2 Content Generation 

Content generation refers mainly to encoding method. Encoding is a representation of input video stream in a 

compressed format, making it suitable to different underlying transport streams. The Encoding process 

reduces the inherent correlation between video frames and usually works in two or three dimensions (time, 

space and quality).  

In this section we will provide some background on popular and state-of-the-art video encoding standards 

and methods. We will focus on advanced video compression schemes such as H.264 AVC and SVC. 

3.2.1 H264/AVC 

In 1997, IUT-T video coding expert group (VCEG) started working on new coding standard, named H.26L. 

In 2001, VCEG and MPEG video group decided to work together and formed the Joint Video Team (JVT) in 

order to create a single standard and design for forthcoming ITU-T recommendations and for ISO/IEC 

MPEG-4 standard. The result was named H.264 AVC (Advanced Video Coding) and was adopted as 

standard in 2003 [43]. 

H.264 standard distinguish between video coding layer (VCL) and network abstraction layer (NAL). VCL is 

dedicated to signal processing such as transform, motion search/compensation, quantization and loop filter, 

creating a coded representation of the input video stream. The NAL formats that data and provides header 

information allowing simple and effective VCL data customisation making it suitable for variety of systems.  

3.2.1.1 Video Coding Layer (VCL) 

H.264 AVC VCL concept is similar to most of today‘s video codecs: a macroblock based coder, utilizing 

inter picture prediction along with motion compensation. Each picture is partitioned into macroblocks (area 

of 16x16 pixel). All macroblocks of a picture are organised in slices. Each slice can be parsed independently 

of other slices in the picture. H.264 AVC defines three basic slice coding types: 

 I-slice: intra-picture predictive coding by using spatial prediction from neighbouring regions. 

 P-slice: intra-picture coding and inter-picture predictive coding.  

 B-slice: intra-picture predictive coding, inter-picture predictive coding and inter-picture bi-

predictive coding.  

3.2.1.2 Network Abstraction Layer (NAL) 

The coded video stream is organised into NAL unit. Each NAL unit is a packet, starting with single-byte 

header, which defines the type of payload data. NAL units are generally classified into two types: 
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 VCL NAL units – carrying coded slices.  

 Non VCL NAL units – carries additional information and codec signalling.  

There are several non-VCL NAL units: 

 Sequence parameter set (SPS) and Picture parameter set (PPS) – contains aditional information for a 

video sequence.  

 Supplemental enhancement information (SEI) – provides additional information assisting the 

decoder during decoding process like bit stream manipulation. 

A set of NAL units with the same properties (SPS / PPS) is called Access Unit (AU). Decoding of an Access 

Unit will result in one decoding picture. A set of consecutive AUs is called Coded Video Sequence (CVS) 

which represents a decodable part of the NAL stream. Each CVS can be processed without decoding any 

previous pictures of the bitstream. 

3.2.2 H264/SVC 

One major challenge that streaming video applications need to mitigate is the diversity in network 

performance as well as device and end-user equipment capabilities. Think of the scenario where HD input 

stream is encoded and streamed to multiple end users. Some users may suffer from poor bandwidth and 

won‘t be able to receive the streamed video. Some users may have old receivers and decoders, which are 

unable to decode HD video, and some users may have perfect conditions for HD experience. In that case, the 

video service provider will have to do multiple encoding of the incoming video stream, and stream the most 

suitable stream to each client.  

Scalable Video Coding (H.264 SVC) is a set of extensions that promises to ―encode once, and play 

everywhere‖. When using SVC, the video stream is encoded in multiple video quality layers. The first layer 

provides the most basic video quality (often referred to as ―base layer‖) and other layers enhances the overall 

quality of the video (called ―enhancement layers‖). 

The more scalable enhancement layers the SVC stacks, the more diverse bit-rates, frame-rates, and 

resolutions it is possible to support. The base layer is encoded using a full standard compatible H.264 AVC 

and can be decoded independently.  

SVC offers three types of scalability: 

 Spatial scalability – increasing / decreasing picture size and resolution.  

 Temporal scalability- increasing / decreasing frame rate. 

 Quality scalability- increasing / decreasing SNR.  

Similar to AVC, SVC has VCL and NAL units. Each NAL unit can be added or removed from the bitstream 

independently. SVC bitstream carries different substreams in different NAL, thus allowing an extractor to 

simply discard all the NALs that are not needed for decoding lower quality video.  

3.2.3 Emerging Standards 

In this section we will briefly mention some of the new emerging encoding standards such as VC-1 and VP-

8. We will provide short description of their technology and status. 

3.2.3.1 VP8 Codec 

VP8 was initially developed by On2 a technology which was acquired by Google. VP8 is based on frames 

decomposition into sub blocks, prediction of each sub block based on previously constructed blocks and 

adjustment of prediction using discrete cosine transform (DCT).  

In general, VP8 reduces data rate by exploiting temporal and spatial coherence of video signal. It specifies 

the location of a visually similar portion of prior frame instead of specify pixel values. Unlike other similar 

schemes (like older MPEG), VP8 specifies the exact value of reconstructed pixels.  

VP8 codec is integrated in a container called WebM. Their major characteristics are: 
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 Simple container format. 

 Low computational footprint – enabling video playback on different devices, including low power 

net books, laptop handhelds, tablets etc. 

 Highest quality RT video delivery. 

 Minimal codec profiles (―click and encode‖) lets the encoder make the tough choices.  

3.2.3.2 VC-1 

VC-1 is a video codec which is implemented by Microsoft and referred to as Microsoft Windows Media 

Video (WMV) Version 9. VC-1 is designed to achieve the best compressed video quality at different rates. 

The codec can handle Full HD (1920 * 1080) video at 6-30 Mbps. On the other hand, with 10Kbps, VC-1 

can code and decode low quality video (160x120 pixels), making it suitable for modem applications.  

VC-1 is transport and container independent which provides great flexibility for device manufacturers and 

service providers. It includes a number of innovations that enable it to produce high quality content, such as: 

 Adaptive Block Size Transform 

 ¼ subpixel Motion Compensation 

 Differential Quantization 

 Advanced B Frame Coding 

3.2.4 Content Adaptation 

3.2.4.1 Transcoding 

Transcoding is a popular technique for adaptation of video content which allows scalability without 

imposing constraints on the original bitstream, i.e., the bitstream does not have to be scalable to allow 

transcoding. To change any video encoding parameter (such as quantization step, frame rate, and others) a 

decoding-re encoding operation is required. The main drawback of this approach is that media transcoding 

requires extensive computation and storage resources. In fact, this drawback makes transcoding impossible 

to scale.  

3.2.4.2 SVC Switching 

As described earlier, SVC data stream consists of base layer (which provides basic video quality and can be 

decoded independently) and enhancement layers which add temporal, spatial or quality scalability. This 

architecture makes SVC perfect solution for dynamic content adaptation: 

 Content provider encodes the video only once (thus by-passing the major drawback of transcoding). 

 End user‘s terminal subscribes to the base layer and a certain number of SVC enhancement layers 

according to the capacity of the core/access network, the computational resources and their 

decoding capabilities. 

In case the client senses throughput degradation it can signal the server to send less layers, resulting in lower 

quality video (yet acceptable by the user) but without jitter and hiccups which are not acceptable by the 

users.  

Furthermore, resource limited devices (such as smartphones, tablets, etc.) may ask for the basic layers in 

advanced, and save energy and resources as they decode SD video instead of HD one.  

3.2.4.3 Stream switching 

Stream switching adapts the video transmission rate to network conditions. In this technique, an active video 

stream is replaced with another alternative video stream, in case where network conditions change (less or 

more network capacity) during the video transmission.  
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One of the major challenges of stream switching is synchronization, which is solved by intra-coded frames 

(I-Frame) or special switching frame (SP-Frame) synchronization between different streams.  

Stream switching seems to be an efficient way for content adaptation and today we can see several industrial 

stream switching solutions. It is an end-to-end controlling approach. In case of HTTP/TCP based protocols, 

the adaptation is driven by the client. In case of RTP/RTCP, the adaptation is driven by the server. 

3.3 Content Delivery 

In this section, we present the two content delivery families. 

3.3.1 HTTP/TCP Based 

As the TCP protocol is very popular in the Internet  thanks to its connection-based characteristic and 

congestion control, several streaming protocols have been developed over TCP. 

There are many possibilities to transmit multimedia content over TCP, among which: 

 Progressive download  

 HTTP Adaptive Streaming 

3.3.1.1 Progresive download 

Progressive Download situates itself as the middle option between full caching and streaming. It is the 

normal file download with possibility to play the file before completion of the download. Example of use: 

Youtube. It takes the video size into consideration when determining the buffer size. Buffering continues 

until the remaining download time is shorter than the movie play time. 

This technique is not suitable for live streaming. It is more adequate to short or moderate VoD content since 

projecting the download time for long movies is difficult and not reliable.  

 

3.3.1.2 Adaptative Streaming 

Contrary to progressive download, other protocols are proposed based on TCP and offering the real time 

capabilities by adapting the content to the bandwidth of the media path.  

3.3.1.2.1 FlashMedia 

The server and the client communicate over a proprietary protocol called Real-Time Messaging Protocol 

(RTMP) [26]. RTMP requires a persistent connection. It is a reliable protocol over TCP/IP used for 

streaming and data services. RTMP works by sending a stream of messages, each one containing a 

timestamp and payload type identification. As a reliable transport protocol (TCP) is used, RTMP provides 

guaranteed timestamp-ordered delivery of all messages, across multiple streams. The video server might 

choose to drop video messages for a slow client to ensure that audio messages are received in a timely 

fashion, based on either the time to send or the time to acknowledge each message. 

3.3.1.2.2 SilverLight 

The general principle is quite similar to HTTP Live Streaming (HLS) (see section 3.3.1.2.3). The video is 

encoded in H264 and the audio in AAC (or VC-1/WMA), at different bitrates [23]. By using a stream 

segmenter, different fragments are generated and multiplexed in an MP4 container. Each segment called also 

a chunk has a duration of 2 to 4 seconds of video. Each chunk is cut along video GOP (Group of Pictures) 

boundaries (each chunk starts with a key frame) and has no dependencies on past or future chunks/GOPs. 

This allows each chunk to later be decoded independently of other chunks. 

As the different segments/chuncks have different available rates, the client can choose between them. This 

rate adaptation is possible since the Web servers usually deliver data as fast as network bandwidth. The 

client-side looks at chunk download times, buffer fullness, rendered frame rates, and other factors, and 

decides when to request higher or lower bit rates from the server. We point out that the encoding process 
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ensures that all bit rates of the same source are perfectly frame-aligned (same length GOPs, no dropped 

frames, etc.), then switching between bit rates is completely seamless 

3.3.1.2.3 Apple Media Streamer 

Apple introduced HLS in June 2009 with their iPhone® OS 3.0 [22].  The principle of HLS is based on a 

smart reuse of proven industry standards and modifying them slightly in order to fit with the requirements of 

OTT business model. 

First the video is encoded in different bitrates by using H.264 for video and AAC for audio. The container is 

MPEG transport stream (TS). Then, by using a stream segmenter, short chunks of content are generated. 

Each one has 10 seconds of duration. The generated chunks are distributed through a HTTP server. A play 

list file (m3u or m3u8) indicates where to download each chunk.  

Contrary to the techniques that are used in mobile RTP streaming, it is the end user device that decides the 

stream quality (resolution of the next chunk) according to the available bandwidth (and not the video server):  

 An Index file is generated indicating different profiles (streaming qualities) available for the content 

file;  

 The receiving terminal  looks for the most suitable bitrate based on how long it takes to receive a 

chunk file;  

 Each chunk file lasts 10 seconds, so the receiving device can automatically adapt the streaming with 

flexibility – in this case, every 10 seconds.  

3.3.2 RTSP/UDP Based 

The Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP) [22] and Real-time Control Protocol (RTCP) [23] are IETF 

protocols designed to support streaming media [20]. RTP is designed for data delivery and RTCP for control 

messages [21]. RTP is used over UDP rather than over TCP although UDP is not reliable. With UDP, in case 

of congestion, it is less difficult to deliver most of data in time. Using RTP over UDP means that a RTP 

packet makes up the payload of a UDP packet. The RTP header specifies new information about the data to 

be delivered: 

 The type of transported data or payload type (PT). The possible payload types are listed in [20]. 

When a type of data is unknown (that is probably the case with data generated with new codecs), 

dynamic information transport is possible in relation with the session description. 

 A sequence number. 

 A timestamp. 

 A source identifier. 

However, RTP does not add to the underlying protocols characteristics that could enable real-time services 

or guarantee reliable delivery. Nevertheless, it is possible for instance to exploit information contained in the 

RTP header: 

 To get the clock rate, 

 To detect lost packets, 

 To know when a video or audio renderer must use data. 

When a streaming server uses RTP to deliver data, it has no information about how the quality of delivery is 

perceived by the receiver. That‘s why a companion protocol, RTCP, is associated to RTP. RTCP owns five 

kinds of packets. With two of them RTCP SR and RTCP RR, RTCP provides feedback on quality of data 

delivery. They are used to get and/or to compute QoS feedback in term of: 

 Number of lost packets, 

 Inter-arrival jitter, 

 Round-trip time (RTT), 
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RTCP packets are delivered thanks to UDP on a specific odd port which follows the even port by the 

associated RTP connection. The streaming server can use the feedback to modify its behaviour. For instance, 

it can dynamically adapt its sending rate or add redundant data. 

To establish and to control a session between a client and a streaming server, IETF specified a Session 

protocol: Real-Time Streaming Protocol (RTSP) [44]. 

RTSP also aims at translating end user commands such as ―open a video‖, ―play‖, pause‖ into requests 

understandable by the streaming server. RTSP commands are based on a request-response scheme. These 

commands are divided in three sets depending on whether they are required, recommended or optional: 

 Required: OPTIONS, PLAY, SETUP, TEARDOWN, 

 Recommended: DESCRIBE, PAUSE, 

 Optional: ANNOUNCE, GET_PARAMETER, RECORD, REDIRECT, SET_PARAMETER. 

3.3.3 Media control and Description 

3.3.3.1 Session description protocol 

The Session Description Protocol (SDP) [45] provides a description of the streaming media initialization 

parameters:  number of media, kind of codec, and duration of the sequence …It uses RTSP. 

Thus SDP includes three main parts: 

 Session: it is common to all media composing the sequence. It provides information about the 

version of SDP, the IP address of the streaming server, the whole required bandwidth, Session name, 

Remote address for media, Transport port for contact address, and others. 

 Temporal: it gives the duration of complete sequence; time(s) the session is active, an arbitrary list of 

start and stop times bounding the session. 

 Media: for each media, a specific part provides information about the type of media, the transport 

protocol, the format of the media, the payload type and, if needed, the clock rate, the stream ID. 

In general, SDP must convey sufficient information to be able to join a session (with the possible exception 

of encryption keys) and to announce the resources to be used to non-participants that may need to know. 

3.3.3.2 Session initiation protocol 

The Session Initiation Protocol [46] is an application-layer control protocol for creating, modifying, and 

terminating sessions with one or more participants.  

SIP, like HTTP, is a text-based protocol that uses a message header and body as well as a request-response 

transaction model. SIP defines an architecture model that comprises the following elements: 

 User Agent (UA): A logical entity that can act as both UA client and UA server. A UA client is a 

logical entity that creates a new SIP request. If it receives a SIP request, it assumes the role of a user 

agent server for the processing of that transaction. A user agent server is a logical entity that 

generates a response to a SIP request. The response accepts, rejects, or redirects the request. 

 Proxy Server: An intermediary entity that acts as both a server and a client for the purpose of making 

requests on behalf of other clients. A proxy interprets, and, if necessary, rewrites specific parts of a 

request message before forwarding it in order to enforce pre-established SIP policies 

 Registrar Server: A Registrar is a server that accepts register requests and places the information it 

receives in those requests into the location service for the domain it handles. 

 Location server: it provides information about a caller's possible locations to redirect and proxy 

servers. May be co-located with a SIP proxy server. 

 Redirect Server: A redirect server is a UA Server that generates responses to requests it receives, 

directing the client to contact an alternate set of URIs.  
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SIP UA registers in a SIP registrar with a URI (Uniform Resource Identifier). The registration of the URI in 

the SIP Registrar also includes the IP address of the node where the user can be contacted. 

3.4 Related EU Projects 

Online video has improved in recent years with faster Internet  connections and better technology. The 

request of video services is growing fast and it has been found out that 80% of all net users worldwide watch 

video online. A lot of research activities are going towards this direction in order to improve and optimize 

video delivery, above all in the fixed network. Some of these main European projects that are studying 

mechanisms to reduce the bandwidth needed to transport video streaming and improve the efficiency of 

video compression are listed in the following.  

MEDIEVAL project is perfectly in line with this scenario and can provide several benefits to the video 

services evolution. In fact MEDIEVAL focuses on designing an improved video transport architecture that 

greatly improves the perceived QoE of video streams, taking in account application QoE profile and 

requirements, the momentary behaviour of the wireless link and its dynamicity, the QoS available by the 

relevant core network service nodes and predictions that might arise from events such as mobility.  

3.4.1 MUSCADE    

The MUSCADE project is going to define, develop, validate and evaluate the technological innovations in 

3DTV capturing, data representation, compression, transmission and rendering and display adaptations 

required for a technically efficient and commercially successful 3DTV broadcast system. The MUSCADE 

reference system architecture is shown in the above figure.  

 

Figure 2: MUSCADE conceptual view 

 

Objectives of the MUSCADE project are: 

 define a scalable and generic 3DTV representation format, develop advanced multi-view video 

coding algorithms scalable in terms of network performances and display capabilities and propose 

them to standard bodies; 

 design and develop an intelligent audio-visual capture and production assistance system performing 

multi-view configuration and providing calibration and metadata automatically by means of video 

analysis working in real-time; 

 design and develop advanced versions of specialized sound in combination with 3D viewing having 

matched aural and visual cues with high quality rendering in real environments; 

 investigate and implement techniques for the scalable and robust transmission of 3DTV content: the 

use of scalable coding approaches adapted to multi-view plus depth combined with variable coding 

and modulation, novel error resilience and concealment techniques as well as congestion control 

management in an IP environment;  
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 design and develop a 3DTV player. This player will include a network interface and protocol 

demultiplexer, an audio/video decoding section and rendering block interfacing with different kind 

of stereo, multiview or light field displays;  

 develop 3D video interactive application platform;  

 set-up a complete multi-view scalable 3DTV chain based on the algorithms and technologies 

developed in order to assess end-to-end performance over wireline, wireless and satellite networks 

and demonstrate a live chain from capture to rendering;  

 define, develop and implement a Quality of Experience (QoE) evaluation methodology for 3D multi-

view video and spatial audio allowing to find a joint quality score by taking into account depth 

aspects as well as the spatial synchronisation of 3D audio and video.  

3.4.2 OPTIBAND  

IPTV provides telecommunication operators the opportunity to better serve the video market and better 

compete with the industry transition to HD (High Definition) and unicast video (e.g. Video on Demand), 

both creating challenges to the existing CATV (Cable TV) and SAT (Satellite) providers. One of the main 

challenges in IPTV is the line rate of the access lines, which is predominantly ADSL.  

OptiBand focuses on optimizing the bandwidth of IPTV for the delivery of multiple HD streams over a 

single ADSL line, and by that enabling multiple HD channels per household. OptiBand conducts in-depth 

research and development regarding the efficient distribution of video content using smart data drop 

algorithm within the telecommunication aggregation networks, while preserving quality of experience 

according to both objective and subjective metrics. While preserving existing IPTV networks models and 

leaving existing infrastructures intact, OptiBand introduces innovative technology of encoding, streaming 

and transporting of video content from head-end sites, through the entire IPTV network, down to the home 

networks. 

The consortium conducts design, development, integration and demonstration of the video content data 

dropping algorithm. The video content data dropping algorithm technology will be introduced through 

simulations, lab integration and trial by real IPTV users.  

In the global economy environment, cost optimization and investment protection are mandatory requirements 

for any business decision. Therefore, leveraging the European and worldwide existing ADSL deployments 

and providing seamless integration to existing solutions and encryption schemes are keys to the success of 

OptiBand. OptiBand consortium gathers leading operator, vendors and research entities in order to consider 

the entire IPTV network, including economic aspects, of delivering premium video content over existing 

installed base. 

3.4.3 FI-CONTENT 

The Future media Internet  for large scale CONTent experimentation (FI-CONTENT) project as a whole 

addresses 5 key areas where today‘s Internet  can be improved: better QoS and experience, direct Internet  

connectivity (a serverless world), usage beyond a purely static text/plugin/browser based approach, better 

tracking of content, and the ability to provide support, failover and resilience across different providers (e.g. 

mobile devices, crossing between countries, or moving between different access points (e.g. home to library). 

The scope is to investigate several use cases in 5 different scenarios and provide a framework to allow 

transformations of the scenarios into technical outputs that are the input for the second phase. The key 

scenarios address the main types of content in use today and allow the project to provide requirements based 

on real user/ broadcaster/ operator needs. These 5 content areas that are used to provide these key scenarios 

are: Games & virtual environments, Professionally generated content, User generated Content – UGC – 

entertainment, high end B2B services and Edutainment & Culture.  
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4 MEDIEVAL Video Services 

Video communication over mobile networks has some additional constraints and limitations when compared 

with normal video services over traditional wired networks and are usually related with the access network 

and the terminal. This section provides an overview of the main video services and for each service identifies 

the main requirements that the MEDIEVAL architecture must satisfy in order to support these services in 

mobility. 

When we refer to the access technology this is usually related with the characteristics of the shared medium 

which translates into additional delays and reduced bandwidth on higher cell load scenarios; another is the 

higher unpredictability of connectivity and link stability associated with movement and random impedances 

which also affects bandwidth and delays. On the terminal side the screen dimensions reducing readability 

and altering the height x width relations, processing capability, battery life, operating system, available 

players and codecs highly influence the perception and experience of the user. MEDIEVAL targets to 

progress in both these directions, by enhancing the network mechanisms that support mobility and traffic 

optimization but also improving the services by supporting adaptation that adequate and reduce the stress on 

the terminal.  

When we consider video quality it all starts with the basic element, the picture, the essence of multimedia. A 

picture file is composed of different elements but can be defined by its size, its colour and its intensity. Still 

this can be represented in many different resolutions and formats which represent different file sizes and 

obviously different transmissions rates. A typical XGA monitor has a resolution of 1024X768 pixels and if 

we consider 3 bytes per pixel (one byte per basic colour representing its intensity) we would have a 2359,2 

Kbytes file while on an older VGA display of 640X480 this only represents a 4,3Kbytes file. 

According to the Consultative Committee for International Radio (CCIR), now ITU Radiocommunication 

Sector (ITU-R)
1
 the standard definition for TV transmission is 720X576 pixels (415 Kpixels) or 720X480 

(346 Kpixels) according to the standard provided by National Television Standards Committee (NTSC)
2
. The 

current HDTV (high definition television) is transmitted at 1920X1080 (2074 Kpixels or 2 Mpixels) while 

some of the first smart phones had 350X240 (82 Kpixels). Currently the resolution supported by smart 

phones reaches the same as standard televisions and PDAs/tablets reach 1Mpixel. Still even if the resolution 

of mobile devices is reaching the same as Televisions, the screen size is very different and sometimes 

obscures the quality provided by that resolution. The following tables provide some comparison between 

currently available market devices in terms of resolution and screen size.  

Smart Phone Screen Size 
(in) 

Display 
Resolution 

height width h/w Pixels 

Apple iPhone 4 3.5 960 x 640 960 640 1,50 614.400 

Droid X 4.3 480 x 854 480 854 1,78 409.920 

Samsung Focus 4.0 480 x 800 480 800 1,67 384.000 

Apple iPhone 3GS 8GB 3.5 480 x 320 480 320 1,50 153.600 

HTC EVO 4G 4.3 480 x 800 480 800 1,67 384.000 

BlackBerry Torch 9800 3.18 480 x 360 480 360 1,33 172.800 

Droid Incredible 3.7 480 x 800 480 800 1,67 384.000 

HTC Desire 3.7 480 x 800 480 800 1,67 384.000 

LG Quantum 3.5 480 x 800 480 800 1,67 384.000 

Samsung Vibrant 4.0 800 x 480 800 480 1,67 384.000 

Droid 2 3.7 480 x 854 480 854 1,78 409.920 

BlackBerry Bold 9650 2.4 480 x 360 480 360 1,33 172.800 

Table 1: Popular Smart phone display resolution and screen size comparison 

                                                      
1
 http://www.itu.int/ITU-R/ 

2
 http://www.ntsc-tv.com/ 
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Tablet PC Screen Size 
(in) 

Display 
Resolution 

height width h/w Pixels 

 Apple iPad 2  9.7  1024 x 768 1024 768 1,33 786.432 

 ASUS Eee Slate EP121  12.0  1280 x 800 1280 800 1,60 1.024.000 

 Dell Streak 7  7.0  800 x 480 800 480 1,67 384.000 

 Motorola XOOM  10.1  1280 x 800 1280 800 1,60 1.024.000 

 Apple iPad  9.7  1024 x 768 1024 768 1,33 786.432 

 Archos 101 Internet  tablet  10.1  1024 x 600 1024 600 1,71 614.400 

 Archos 9 PC tablet  8.9  1024 x 600 1024 600 1,71 614.400 

 BlackBerry PlayBook  7.0  1024 x 600 1024 600 1,71 614.400 

 Fujitsu Lifebook® T730  12.1  1280 x 800 1280 800 1,60 1.024.000 

 Fujitsu LifeBook® TH700  12.1  1280 x 800 1280 800 1,60 1.024.000 

 HP Slate 500  8.9  1024 x 600 1024 600 1,71 614.400 

 Netbook Navigator NAV 9  9.0  1024 x 600 1024 600 1,71 614.400 

 Notion ink Adam  10.1  1024 x 600 1024 600 1,71 614.400 

 Samsung Galaxy Tab  7.0  1024 x 600 1024 600 1,71 614.400 

 Toshiba Portege M780-
ST7203  

 12.1  1280 x 800 1280 800 1,60 1.024.000 

 Viewsonic Viewpad 7  7.0  800 x 480 800 480 1,67 384.000 

Table 2: Popular Tablet display resolution and screen size comparison 

This information is of extreme value when defining mobile video services, especially when defining the 

target values for video streaming and encoding. Besides the picture resolution and intensity, the third 

component of video is the number of pictures per second or sampling. 

Designation Usage 

Examples 

Definition 

(lines) 

Rate - Interlaced 

(fields) 

Rate -Progressive 

(frames) 

Low, 

MP@LL 

LDTV, VCD, 

HTV 

240, 288 

(SIF) 

 24, 30; 25 

Standard, 

MP@ML 

SDTV, SVCD, 

DVD, DV 

480 ―NTSC‖, 

576 ―PAL‖ 

60, 50 24, 30; 25 

Enhanced EDTV 480, 576  60, 50 

High, 

MP@HL 

HDTV, BD, HD 

DVD, HDV 

720, 1080 50, 60 24, 30, 60; 25, 50 

24, 30; 25 
 

Ultra High UHDTV 4320  60 

Table 3: Popular mobile Video formats comparison 

4.1 Mobile Television 

4.1.1 Background 

Mobile Television, also known as MobileTV is today available on most countries and is supported a series of 

standards. The most relevant are those that support the broadcasting of digital television such as DVB-H 

(Digital Video Broadcasting - Handheld) that uses terrestrial antennas and DVB-SH (Digital Video 

Broadcasting - Satellite for Handhelds) using satellite, the plus iMB (Integrated Mobile Broadcast) largely 

supported by GSMA and 3GPP, the terrestrial cellular networks. This last supported over MBMS 

(Multimedia Broadcast Multicast Service) [30]. It supports two subscription schemes, a generic free-to-air 

broadcast via terrestrial television or a pay-to-see service supported by a specific provider. The services can 

be supported through. For this work and the considerations resulting from it we consider only the Mobile TV 

services through non broadcast services, except over MBMS, o currently deployed for the available 3G 
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technologies such as UMTS and HSDPA and also planned for LTE. This service is in its essence an 

evolution from the traditional television services to the new mobile terminals over wireless networks. It 

allows users to watch TV in mobile devices while stationary but also on the move and both indoors and 

outdoors.  

 

It is expected and widely accepted that Mobile TV will grow very significantly in the next few years 

evolving to one of the important businesses of the future [11]. The advances provided to Mobile Television 

have impacted majorly into the standard Television and how wireless networks operate, and some authors 

such as Wippersberg [10] compare the current situation to the early fifties of the twentieth century, when 

television debuted in peoples‘ homes. Some of the challenges that posed at the time, screen sizes, user needs, 

network quality, service scenarios, etc. re-emerge today. The Mobile TV service is still away from producing 

the revenues operators and content producers hoped for. The promise of TV anywhere and on the move has 

been faced several challenges beyond the traditional broadcast television regarding terminals battery life and 

capacities, the adjustment of contents to size and target users, the hardships of proper QoS on mobile 

networks and mainly the interest if users versus the easy access to content online. These points add up on the 

user experience and the overall end-to-end system (client, terminal, network, services infrastructure, etc.) 

effects directly the perceived QoE of the user. 

MobileTV services have strict QoE requirements that have to be provided end-to-end and that are closely 

influence by the network transport and application layer behaviour. The ITU-T group [12] has been 

subjecting to standardization the Quality of Experience Requirements for IPTV Services and target to 

provide requirements for video, audio, text, graphics, control functions and meta-data. Their focus is on the 

end user perspective and they state that the QoE requirements are agnostic to network deployment 

architectures and transport protocols. MEDIEVAL focus essential on the video encoding and transport of 

mobile services, thus will follow partially this group results. 

4.1.2 MEDIEVAL Service 

MEDIEVAL does not target to rework MobileTV services or to build a full MobileTV solution, instead it 

targets to define a framework and set of mechanisms that allow operators to integrate on their platforms to 

control, monitor and improve the usage of their network and the perceived quality of its users. MEDIEVAL 

believes that is possible to increase the end to end QoE of a user by sometimes reducing his resolution. It is 

possible to improve the overall quality by cutting on targeted and controlled parameters that have the 

smallest perceptible impact. Also, adapting the contents resolution to the targeted users and equipment‘s, 

such as lowering rates will reduce resource consumption of the individual flows and will have a significant 

impact on the overall congested networks improving the individual QoS and perceived QoE. Thus when 

concerning MobileTV MEDIEVAL targets to provide the best user QoE by matching the terminal 

characteristics, the profile of the user and extrapolated knowledge of the video into the network capabilities 

and performance. It forces adaptation of individual flows in order to improve the general aggregated QoE 

while predicting and evaluating the impact of such changes on the individual QoE, adapting where it 

produces the least individual impact but the best aggregated improvement. 

MEDIEVAL also targets to provide MobileTV algorithms and mechanisms to retrieve QoE parameters that 

describe the content. These will be crucial to provide the adaptation mechanisms the knowledge to properly 

adapt the video files. A big part of the challenge is to do this for both recorded and live (even if a bit delayed 

– broadcast-delay) video content while updating the network to be able to fast adapt to it. 

 

4.2 Mobile Video on demand 

4.2.1 Background 

Users today want to consume what they want, when they want. Video on Demand (VoD) applies this concept 

to video. With a VoD software on a device, whether a set-top box, media centre, PC, tablet, smart phone, etc, 

the user can select a video and have it sent to the device for viewing on-demand [13]. This type of service 
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first came up with the purpose (among others) to support subscribers that used to start and stop their 

subscriptions in a small time period. 

VoD was once categorized as Interactive TV, but along time the concepts gained different meanings. 

However, VoD can always be seen as a form of Interactive TV at a ―lower level‖.  

Typical VoD services on TV have VCR/DVD functionalities such as the ability to pause, fast forward, 

rewind, etc. On TVs VoD services can typically work in two different ways, depending on the user‘s 

connection: when having satellite TV or Internet  distribution scenarios the content is usually watched off 

from the costumer Digital Video Receiver‘s (DVR) hard drive; in the case of cable TV and IPTV the content 

is consumed directly from a facility in the network (a facility that operates, distributes and storages the 

content) – network DVR.  

The growing success for VoD service (as described in Figure 3) is due not only to the possibility to watch 

what you want when you want, but also because it enables that the sources of content grow dramatically. 

Each of us can access to any content that is available in the network and creates streams of personalized 

content to watch, both through mobile devices (smart phones, netbooks, and more) and traditional TV 

equipment, using a set-of-box connected to the network. There are important functionalities for a VoD 

service, such as the access control: VoD services have encryption/decryption management methods through 

which the broadcaster controls the subscriber access to the service, ensuring that each subscriber is who 

he/she says.  

Nowadays Video-on-demand (or on-demand video streaming) has become an extremely popular service in 

the Internet . Major Internet  VoD publishers include YouTube, a video-sharing service which streams its 

videos to users on-demand, MSNVideo, Google Video, Yahoo Video, CNN, and a plethora of copycat 

YouTube sites. Most of the VoD being streamed over the Internet  today is encoded in the 200-400 kbps 

range.  

 

Figure 3: Video Streams Growth 2009-2014 

The bet on VoD services will increase in the upcoming years as Figure 3 illustrates by foreseeing the 

increase on video streams shipped on VoD and streaming content servers [14]. Mobile VoD will help in this 

increase. 

With the large number of high bandwidth wireless access technologies available today, the continuous user 

mobility and the rapid evolutions in mobile computing and communication technologies, mobile VoD has 

already gained its significant importance among mobile users.  

4.2.2 MEDIEVAL Service 

MEDIEVAL project aims to provide an architecture that is able to support VoD services in mobility: it 

concentrates on VoD for mobile users. The most famous example of VoD service is YouTube. YouTube is 

going to rich its contents with movies, TV series, and other content, so it is reasonable to think that more 

users will benefit from MEDIEVAL architecture.  

There are different methods for viewing VoDs: 

 Real-time streaming; 
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 Download and play; 

 Download a chunk and start playing it while downloading the others. 

Some of these VoD services can be interactive, due to the fact that end-users can choose what they want to 

watch and if they want stop/pause/play/resume the video.  

4.3 Personal Broadcast 

4.3.1 Background  

The recent trend of user generated content over the Internet  (like YouTube, ustream
3
 and many others) and 

the social networks (Facebook, Twitter, MySpace and many other) are challenging the future mobile 

networks to evolve in a user generated content  direction and to define appropriate network services and 

mechanisms that support this services in an efficient manner. Thus the MEDIEVAL project aims at defining 

such mechanisms to support the upcoming trends of video delivery in the future networks, and positioning 

the project in line with the growing demand for data services and the increasing devices capabilities. The 

today‘s networks do support wide range of data services including the multimedia broadcast service, MBMS 

[27] and  packet switch streaming services, which are widely deployed, however the current services applies 

for a limited set of content providers to utilize the service.  The evolving Personal Broadcast Service (PBS) 

under the 3GPP standards group is designed to enrich the content sources by allowing ordinary network 

users to generate and broadcast their content over the network, 3GPP TR 29.947 [31] objective is to present 

some envisaged use cases of Personal Broadcast Service, as shortly provided in the following sections. In 

this section we will provide the necessary background information, the definitions of the MEDIEVAL PBS 

(MPBS) which may be limited in its scope compared to the evolving standards but aim to investigate 

mechanisms to handle real-time streaming of live content from an end user to a large group of users. 

A decade ago, most of the Internet  data provided to users was generated from the majority of the existing 

web servers, today most of the data is generated by few percentages of the available web services, the larger 

service providers like Facebook, YouTube and others are dominating the market by allowing users to 

generate the content and distribute it among friends and interested users. The concept of users generating 

their content, sharing of photos, video clips, messages notifications and other types of contents such as 

games is the one dominating today. Recently most of the social networks declared and initiated an online 

user generated live video content to be distributed over the social network, either to friends or any other 

interested party depending on the privacy settings of the source. Other websites like ustream and livestream
4
 

are providing thousands of simultaneously live videos streams distributed to hundreds and thousands users 

each. It seems that live video is gaining more and more attentions in the recent time. 

The 3GPP TR 29.947 [31] is aiming define the scope of work and the main use cases of user generated 

content in 3GPP networks , hopefully followed by further technically specifications by the standards experts. 

This specification defines roles of actors such as Personal Broadcast Content Providers (PBCP), Personal 

Broadcast Service Provider (PBSP) and Broadcast Service User (BSU) and Mobile Broadcast/Multicast 

Network Operator (MBNO). The following use cases are defined: 

 Receive only personal streaming content services: it is similar to real-time Internet  TV or radio 

service. Any Internet  user or 3GPP user may register the service, and distribute contents at their 

convenient time. The content provider (i.e. PBCP) should be able to negotiate resources and costs 

for distribution of contents. The negotiation may be performed directly with operator (i.e. MBNO) 

or indirectly via PBSP.  

 Interactive Personal Broadcast Services: it is a bi-directional content distribution service. In this 

use case, BSUs may transmit uplink data, and PBCP may use the feedback data for downlink 

content generation. Interactivity can be supported in two types of services, embedded menu type 

service and conversation type service. 

 Mobile Content Provider Service (i.e. Mobile PBCP): it provides personal broadcasting service 

using mobile device. Typical use cases are outdoor group activities such as guided tour, sport 

                                                      
3
 http://www.ustream.tv/ 

4
 http://www.livestream.com/ 
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activity, school excursion. For example in a guided tour, a tourist guide use mobile device for 

speaking group of tourists instead of using noisy amplifier. Streaming audio as well as multimedia 

information, electronic tickets for entering tourist sites can be distributed. The location information 

of the tourist guide is constantly broadcast that the tourists may keep track of the guide when they 

are spread in large area. Paging capability of the mobile PBCP is an important function to support 

because the tourist guide needs to reassemble the group and move to another location. Interactive 

communication between the mobile PBCP and users also need to be supported. 

 Public Transport Information Broadcast Service: it provides information of public transport (e.g. 

current bus location, passenger boarding state, estimated arrival time) to mobile users. Similar 

service has been known in ITS (Intelligent Transport Systems) area, and some pioneering services 

have already been introduced in some country. A service case is that the location of Bus is 

monitored using road side wireless sensors, and the information is provided to public using ARS 

(Automated Response System), SMS or fixed display installed in each bus stop.  

 Shared VoD Service: it offers VoD (Video on Demand) like broadcast service by sharing content 

streams with multiple users. Similar to VoD service, users browse list of contents and send their 

request for content distribution to a service provider. The service provider selects a content that has 

received the request from the largest number of users. The service provider checks if a multicast 

stream for the selected content can be allocated in the cells that the users are camping. If there is 

sufficient resource available, the service provider broadcasts a notification to users. Users may join 

the multicast session and start receiving the content stream.  

 Personal Download Content Service: Users are able to download lucrative contents on a regular 

basis from a content provider. Typical user behaviour is to download the contents and consume it 

when commuting back and forth between home and working place. The service is getting popular 

and an increasing number of users use to download Mbytes files when travelling. The content is the 

same for each user and users are expected to consume the service when it‘s most appropriate for 

them.  

 Localized Broadcast Service: this service provides free or discounted access of PBS service 

available only in a designated area, such as campus, shopping mall, stadium or theme park. For 

example, video lectures or company seminar can be broadcast to students or employees in a campus. 

Tourist guide or free movie can be provided to visitors of park, shopping mall or other public place. 

When multiple cameras are installed in concert hall, theatre or sports stadium, live broadcast 

streams of different view point can be provided to audience, that users may choose their favourite 

view of player, sound or multi-language speech. 

4.3.2 MEDIEVAL Service 

Personal Broadcast Service (PBS) in the 3GPP context is a content distribution service using 3GPP accesses. 

This enables any Internet  user, private company or mobile user to generate content, and broadcast/multicast 

it to mobile users. Types of User Generated Content (UGC) in this context include not only multimedia files 

such as video, audio or image, but also variety of digital information distributed for various purposes such as 

e.g. public safety, energy saving, environment conservation. The MEDIEVAL approach is focused on live 

video streams from mobile devices; we are extending the state of the art by collaboration between the 

terminal and the network in order to improve the quality. Our main focus is to enable a cost effective 

solution that utilizes the capabilities of the source terminal, such as using its WLAN and 3G interfaces 

simultaneously to gain quality and load balance the network load. The service should allow any prosumer to 

generate live content from anywhere anytime with moderate cost, unlike today, where live content is either 

limited to web PC or very low quality using single channel, we are working on a more robust solution that 

can deliver HD content, which has moderate cost (much less than satellite links) and allow an increase of 

video source in comparison to the existing state of the art with high quality at the same time. 

The User Generated Content can be distributed in a time constrained, real-time method, where the contents 

are uploaded to a server and may be delivered using unicast or multicast MEDIEVAL bearers services. 

In the case the content is delivered to multiple users simultaneously, a broadcast or multicast bearer is 

necessary for network resource saving. A broadcast/multicast MEDIEVAL bearer service as described in 

D4.2 [4] and D3.1 [2] is efficient when a large number of receivers are expected and the receivers are spread 
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in many cellular areas. Major local TV or Radio services are examples that may utilize such a 

broadcast/multicast bearer.  

4.4 Interactive Streaming 

The future developments in mobile technology integrating cameras, screens, processing and more will 

definitely enable new services involving both live and interactive aspects. Thus the network should be 

adapted to huge amount of video traffic which is shared by thousands of viewers. Moreover, with bandwidth 

availability and technology maturity new services such as micro journalisms relies on 3G and 4G QoS 

mechanisms and high throughput to connect millions of people with live events and interviews from the open 

field, such an example an interview of player‘s right after a sport event and so on.  In many cases the camera 

man on the field receives instructions through the downlink channel or the interviewer himself is located on a 

different remote location.  

Deliverable D1.1 [1] summarizes all the services that can be grouped under the terminology Interactive 

Streaming: services that enable all the actions that the viewer can do similar to VCR commands, enhanced 

rich media services, services that allow interactive multiview video streaming, services that enable the 

viewers to vote what they are watching and services where both parties receive and send streams at the same 

time.  

Some of the Interactive Streaming features are those of the Personal Broadcasting services or can be 

integrated in the Video on Demand services. Therefore MEDIEVAL focuses its research on Mobile 

Television, Mobile Video on Demand and Personal Broadcast services.  

4.5 Video Services Requirements 

MEDIEVAL aim is providing benefits for the services described above: therefore the network architecture 

proposed in MEDIEVAL must take into account the following requirements in order to optimize the support 

for those services.  

 VSC subsystem targets to support delivery of content over multicast and unicast bearers of the 

underlying network to various users; 

 VSC subsystem shall support SVC and AVC streaming encoding; 

 VSC subsystem may send different SVC layers on different network bearers;  

 VSC subsystem shall mark the SVC packets with priority settings; 

 VSC subsystem shall support at least one mobile PBCP to deliver content to various users; 

 VSC subsystem shall support Live content distribution; 

 VSC subsystem shall support integration with existing off the shelf streamers like Flashmedia and 

Silverlight (for AVC streams); 

 VSC subsystem may support integration with off the shelf streamers of SVC if available; 

 VSC subsystem shall monitor the network and adapt the content with accordance to link quality, 

adaptation such as encoding target throughput and protection levels of Forward Error Correction 
(FEC); 

 VSC subsystem shall support for SVC streams un-equal FEC with accordance to content priority; 

 VSC subsystem will research on how to support uplink streams over multiple WLAN and 3G/LTE 

connections simultaneously; 

 VSC subsystem may support downlink streams over multiple WLAN and 3G/LTE connections; 
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 VSC subsystem shall generate QoE sensitivity functions that map QoS attributes to QoE levels for 

specific static content. 

 VSC subsystem shall generate QoE sensitivity functions that map QoS attributes to QoE levels for 

live content based on profile of the video transmission. 

 VSC subsystem shall support adaptation of the content for live streaming optimized for mobility 

events. 

 VSC subsystem shall support adaptation of the content based on network optimizer request. 
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5  Video Services Functions and challenges 

According to MEDIEVAL view, the network itself becomes a "content delivery framework" which provides 

a set of services to enhance video distribution. Unlike today‘s network services which are focused on 

providing QoS to data connections, the MEDIEVAL network services are optimised for QoE maximisation 

thus is suitable for delay/loss/jitter sensitive applications such as but in particular video. The network 

becomes content aware, and aims to treat each of the flows in an aware manner, thus it shall treat different 

video streams with accordance to their sensitivities to QoS changes. The services described in section 4 are 

selected as they represent different requirements and sensitivities to QoS attributes, while VoD is less 

sensitive to delay or loss at the network due to the nature of static content delivery over reliable HTTP 

transport, PBS in MEDIEVAL flavour is a more real-time live service, thus it is more sensitive to delay, 

moreover in some aspects the service may involve interactivity of users with the source which require lowest 

latency as possible, usually PBS traffic will be delivered over less reliable transport protocol such as RTSP. 

The sensitivity of these services and streams thus are different, this provides flexibility at the network layers 

and introduce challenges to handle different services of video with different network mechanisms. The aim 

for maximization the QoE allows further freedom by handling specific video service or even specific video 

clip. The dynamic and varying nature of video content by itself results in moments or scenes which are less 

bandwidth demanding than other scenes which may have more motions and varying images, and thus less 

similarities between consecutive frames and higher bandwidth requirements in order to meet with the same 

QoE. Unlike data transfer services which may require hard integrity of the delivered content, like files which 

have to be delivered as a whole with no missing data and losses, video data can be adapted to the available 

network resources. This may simplify the network mechanisms and allow more services at the same time, for 

example let‘s consider a network service that guarantee end to end delay, this hard requirement is hard to 

cope for dynamic content and often results in loss of data at network buffers or bottlenecks, however when 

the service is video aware, the network can adapt the content, protect the content and drop packets of the 

stream with minimal degradation to the perceived QoE. This is especially true when SVC streams are 

delivered, higher layers could be easily dropped with minimal degradation in perceived QoE.  

5.1 Objectives and Challenges 

Challenges of different video services are in the centres of WP2 work. To handle VoD we propose to analyse 

cached content with its sensitivity to QoS attributes in an offline manner and hold it in database per content 

as further detailed in 5.2.2, these sensitivities will be used by the underlying network to allocate resources 

and to perform adaptation and traffic shaping techniques. Live video services are also optimised for QoE, 

however specific offline sensitivity graphs could not be in place (like for static content) due to high 

processing requirements, thus an alternative approach is considered. Furthermore, services such as Mobile 

TV implement both the content times, previously recorded available for offline inspection and just live 

content. A mechanism based on the average QoE sensitivity graphs per video type and resolution is 

considered, on top of that, feedback mechanisms from the endpoint terminals will provide additional 

information to enhance the adaptation and performance at the network edge. Further details are provided in 

section 5.2.4. 

Content adaptation shall be done via real-time encoding, and shall respond to network events such as 

congestion, mobility and resource allocation changes as further described in section 5.2.3, the main idea is to 

define API‘s and procedures that integrate adaptation functions as part of underlying networks common 

procedures. The adaptation could be based on encoding, transcoding for live streams and on switching 

between cached media chunks for VoD services. The different video contents shall be marked at the packets 

headers (Diffserv) to signal the underlying network of its priority settings, this will allow handling 

congestions at the network with some awareness to the application. The project intends to increase the 

reliability of video delivery as part of the MEDIEVAL suggested network services, In that sense, WP2 aims 

at studying existing error correction schemes suitable for the application layer and define the required 

signalling and procedures to assure a reliable content delivery based on dynamic error correction codes 

targeted for both uplink and downlink flows. With this overall objective in mind and their associated service 

provisioning, the following functional blocks have being defined as shown in Figure 4 

. 
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Figure 4: WP2 Functional Entities 

 Provisioning should take care of User, Service and Content provisioning; this includes the QoE 

sensitivity graphs which were derived in an offline manner. 

 Session Management and Monitoring refers to session control and includes the establishment of a 

session and its ongoing monitoring and teardown of services. Session control (e.g. SIP, RTSP) will 

be handled along with end-to-end QoS measurements whenever possible (e.g. RTCP)  

 QoE and Video Control refers to handling adaptation request based on monitoring or network 

events (e.g. mobility or resource changes), including also the ability to control the appropriate 
adaptation and transport mechanisms.  

 Adaptation and Transport will enforce the decisions taken by the QoE and Video Control, and 

perform the adaptive techniques (e.g. adaptive encoding, protection or delivery) 

5.2 Main Functions 

5.2.1 Video Service Provisioning 

The video service provisioning is responsible for handling all the tasks related to the provisioning of services 

users and content. This component controls all the functions triggered on the constitution of a service and 

stores this information. It is composed of three major modules: 

 User provisioning. This module is where all the information related to the users is stored. It consists 

mainly of a database that receives all the information from operators, applications and terminals. It 

aggregates the user related information such as user profile, terminal characteristics, user groups and 

operator contracts. The main intention of this is to provide applications with the ability to register 

their users and allow to some extent the personalization of the streaming functions and the perceived 
QoE. 

 Content provisioning. This module is not a content storage and its intention is not to store content. 

Instead it relates to the actual location of content files and their characteristics. It can also store 
metadata provided by other modules related to specific content files. 

 Service provisioning. This module is responsible for storing the actual details of the services being 

provided by MEDIEVAL and interacts with service portals and applications. It matches the other 

provisioning modules (users and contents) to actual services. It also stores data concerning service 
capabilities, such as the ability to support dynamic IP address change and multicast delivery. 
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5.2.2 QoE based adaptation for VoD Services 

With the evolution of mobile terminal devices and emerging multimedia applications, high-demanding video 

services bring challenges to operators. Video adaptation is one of the means to manage the rising traffic in 

the network.  As QoE is a main focus in the MEDIEVAL approach, the video adaptation will be performed 

aiming to optimize the QoE. For VoD services, QoE-based utility functions are used to quantize this impact. 

Given a QoE assessment method (described in Section 3.1), a utility function can be derived for a specific 

video delivery to describe the relation between the bit rates of a video subjective to bit rate adaptation and 

the QoE levels they achieve. Considering accuracy and complexity aspects, SSIM (Section 3.1.2) is selected 

as our main method to measure QoE. By performing a rate shaping scheme, e.g., transcoding, a reference 

video (e.g., the original video of the best quality in the content provider) is transcoded to reach different bit 

rates. The QoE levels of the output videos with different bit rates are measured by SSIM. The relation 

between the bit rates of the output videos and their correspondent QoE levels is defined as the utility function 

for this video. During the video delivery, the utility function is used for the optimizer to adapt the video bit 

rate that maintains an optimal QoE. Figure 5 shows the utility functions of some videos. 

 

Figure 5: Utility functions for different videos 

Another interpretation of the utility functions we use here is that, they demonstrate the video sensitivity to 

various bit rates. The relation between bit rates and the QoE levels varies among different videos, due to 

their content distinctions. Therefore different videos present different sensitivities. In Figure 5, it can be 

observed that videos of relatively dynamic scene (―Football‖, ―Soccer‖) display higher sensitivities 

compared to those of static scene (―News‖, ―Mother Daughter‖). This allows a centralized optimizer to 

allocate resources smartly by taking advantage of these diverse sensitivities. For long video clips, typically 

movies, utility functions are derived periodically on minute-basis, assuming that sensitivities within narrow 

scenes [19] are consistent.  

The video sensitivities are derived in an offline manner for static content under VoD services. Given the 

video sensitivities, optimizers in the network are able to perform decision making taking into account the 

impact on resulted QoE. This cross-layer mechanism is performed between the Video Services and Transport 

Optimization subsystems, which extends the traditional layered model for network development. In the 

Transport Optimization subsystem the cross-layer optimizer will run a centralized algorithm to allocate bit 

rates for multiple video services while taking advantages of the variety of video sensitivities. Videos are 

adapted to the allocated bit rates by traffic engineering techniques.  

5.2.3 Mobility Aware Video Services 

With the large number of high bandwidth wireless access technologies available today, the continuous user 

mobility and the rapid evolutions in mobile computing and communication technologies, video services are 

gaining its significant importance among mobile users.  

In this scenario, Mobility Aware Video Services is one of the main key innovations in MEDIEVAL project 

and it is achieved through the design of a network that is able to manage mobility based on the video service 

requirements. In other words, the goal is to design a novel dynamic mobility architecture for next generation 

mobile networks tailored to the proposed video services.  
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As MEDIEVAL project mainly concerns with mobile operators, the decision has been not to define a 

completely new architecture starting from scratch, but to move from existing network solutions for mobile 

operators, fundamentally based on the currently defined 3GPP Evolved Packet System (EPS) architecture, as 

described in [1]. 

Therefore, in order to face video-traffic requirements in mobile networks, the Video Services Control 

subsystem interfaces with the Mobility subsystem, creating an architecture that is able to address both local 

(optimize service continuity for all video services) and global mobility (simplify handover procedures). 

Local mobility shall provide optimized service continuity customized to the requirements signalled by the 

video services aiming at simplifying handover procedures without requiring the deployment of global anchor 

points in the operator‘s network, while global mobility solutions shall address the inter-operator roaming 

issues.  

Thanks to this strong relation between service and mobility entities, the Video Services Control subsystem is 

able to communicate the video application requirements (bandwidth, delay, jitter and loss, mobility 

requirements, any other critical constraints …) to the Mobility subsystem, which can use these requirements 

as important criteria for choosing the best mobility scheme and the best connection available on the network.  

On the other side, Mobility entities can trigger Video Services entities to adapt video-content to prepare the 

handover, to prepare video to be streamed according to the new (target) network conditions or to adapt 

video-content after the handover to effective traffic load.  

Summarizing, the interactions between Service and Mobility functionalities allow to manage network 

congestion cases and helps to find the best candidate target networks in the handovers. 

5.2.4 QoE based Adaptations for Live Video services 

MEDIEVAL places the QoE in the centre of the video services, for supporting Live video services (like in 

PBS) the cost of QoE derivation in real-time is too high, thus the same mechanisms used for VoD (as utility 

functions described above in section 5.2.2) are not considered attractive. Moreover, an additional objective is 

to use similar mechanisms at the underlying networks for different services, thus a two-step optimisation 

approach is proposed.  

Step 1: In a similar manner to VoD utilities figures described in section 5.2.2, live content curves are non-

specific and thus are calculated based on average many specific curves per video profile (i.e. resolution, 

encoding format and more). This provides a better than nothing rough estimation about the sensitivity of the 

stream to changes in QoS attributes. In this manner the underlying network can handle live and VoD in a 

similar manner.   

Step 2: On top of the average curves, an end to end feedback mechanism from the client to the video 

adaptation module is activated. Its main aim is to provide specific information regarding QoS attributes such 

as the loss, delay, jitters, momentary/average throughput to the video services distribution module to allow 

on the fly adaptation which includes layer bitrates and attributes (in case of SVC) or other encoding 

parameters that controls the video quality. In addition, FEC is considered to mitigate packet dropping and 

loss over the network paths.  
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6 Video Services Architecture 

To meet the requirements stated in Section 4 and provide the functionalities described in Section 5, the 

architecture of the VSC subsystem is organized into four logical entities: 

 Video Service Portal: It contains the interface to user applications and hides heterogeneity for 

underlying entities. 

 Provisioning: It prepares information of applications, subscribers, terminals, contents, etc. This 

information is required for successful video service provisioning and adaptive delivery mechanisms. 

 Session Management:  It is a central component to interact with the network and the terminals. It 

contains a control component for QoE and mobility aware decision making, a session management 

component for session maintenance, a QoE component for QoE assessment, and an end-to-end 

monitoring component for end-to-end observation. 

 Adaptation & Transport:  It operates on the video streams to execute adaptation and protection of 

the data. The data are adaptively prepared for the delivery over the network. 

The VSC subsystem entities interact internally with each other for controlling and information exchange. 

Externally, the VSC subsystem interacts with other MEDIEVAL subsystems, specifically Transport 

Optimization and Mobility Management, to support cross-layer mechanism. The VSC subsystem is also 

responsible to communicate to the MEDIEVAL aware applications.  

The Figure 6 depicts the VSC subsystem functional architecture and identifies the main building blocks as 

well as the main interfaces (both external and internal).  
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Figure 6: VSC Subsystem Architecture 

 

Table 4 and Table 5 present a summary of external and internal interfaces of the VSC subsystem. 

 Name Entities Functionality 

(1) App_VSP_If Applications ↔ Video Service Portal 
Providing Application information directly to 

the VSP (Currently not in use) 

(2) CM_VSP_If Connection Manager ↔ Video Service Portal 
Providing list of services and contents to the 

application through the content Manager 

(3) CM_QoEVC_if 
Connection Manager ↔ QoE & Video 

Control 

HO is going to happen: loose parameters 

during process and recover after.  

Gather knowledge about IP flows and IP 

address continuity requirements 

(4) FM_QoEVC_If Flow Manager ↔ QoE & Video Control 
Providing Application Mobility Subsystem 

(Currently not in use) 

(5) CNM_QoEVC_if 
Core Network Monitoring →QoE & Video 

Control 

Info about status of core network, used for 

adaptation mechanisms 

(6) QoEVC_ XLO_if X-layer optimization ↔ QoE Engine & Video WP5 receives QoE Sensitivity info. 
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Control WP5 requests for content adaption due to 

QoS degradation in the network 

Video Control requests for cross-layer 

optimization in WP5 

(7) SME2E_XLO_ if 
Session Management & E2E Monitoring → 

X-Layer optimization 

Info about flow conditions (delay, loss, 

trigger optimization…) 

(8) DM_VSP_if Decision Module ↔ Video Service Portal Session initiation, termination 

Table 4: VSC subsystem External Interfaces 

 

 Name Entities Functionality 

(9) 
SME2E_ 

QoEVC_if 

Session Management & E2E Monitoring ↔ 

QoE Engine & Video Control 

Request content adaptation based on network 

monitoring Info. 

(10) QoEVC_A&T_if 
QoE Engine & Video Control → Adaptation 

& Transport 

Provide QoE info and request content 

adaptation and protection. 

(11) QoEVC_VSP_if 
QoE Engine & Video Control ↔ video 

services portal 
Request service preparations 

(12) PRO_VSP_if PRO ↔ video services portal 
Update regarding new provisioned 

information, and portal options. 

(13) PRO_SME2E 
Provisioning ↔ Session Management & E2E 

Monitoring 

Update the session manager of new 

configurations, insert new content and 

request content preparations (such as storage, 

QoE derivations...)  

Table 5: VSC subsystem Internal Interfaces 

The detailed description of each module is presented in the following sections. 

6.1 Architecture Logical Entities Description 

6.1.1 Video Service Portal 

The Video Service Portal is one of the many possible ways for services to be advertised to users and its 

contents to be publicly promoted. This component represents a portal that contains interfaces for user 

application and that allows the managing of services by clients in a simpler and efficient way. It allows the 

transport of terminal related information through the network from the terminal to the source. This 

Component will be detailed in greater detail in a later deliverable, D2.2 Final Specification for video service 

control. 

6.1.2 Provisioning 

The provisioning is the entity that stores all the user/content/service information provided by content 

providers and Internet  Service Providers. It provides the interfaces for applications, portals and other entities 

to connect to and provision their services.  

6.1.2.1 User Provisioning  

User provisioning functions will include all the information related to the user and the equipment. This 

comprises of the user profile provided by the service manager, the operator and network information, and the 

characteristics of the terminal(s) to where the contents are going to be streamed. By having detailed 

information on the user and his equipment it‘s possible to improve the quality of experience perceived by the 

user while even reducing the resources spent. 
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This is particularly important when multicast user groups are taken into consideration and the streaming may 

be subject of network adaptation or QoE optimization. Different users in the same group might be receiving 

different number of layers or video quality.  

 User Information: this function is a database that receives all the information from operators, 

applications and terminals. It aggregates the user related information such as user profile, terminal 

characteristics, user groups and operator contracts.  

 Terminal Information: this function represents the interface (to the terminal application from 

where the terminal characteristics will be retrieved and updated). 

6.1.2.2 Content Provision  

The content provisioning is not a content storage function; but a directory that contains the location of 

contents for the planned services and their associated metadata. It maintains the consistency of the Video 

Files being stored in different place for different services and allows a fast reference to the contents and the 

places where they are stored. 

For complex and composed services such as Mobile TV the Content Provisioning can store playlists of 

different content files to be played in sequence, i.e. the programs that play on a channel for a Mobile TV 

service. 

6.1.2.3 Service provisioning  

This is the main external interface, responsible for managing provisioning on the VSC subsystem. It interacts 

with the other modules to transfer data related to those contents, users and the service. It also provides an 

interface for applications to trigger the MEDIEVAL system and configure the services they are requesting to 

be delivered. Different information can be passed to Service Provisioning.: 

 Provisioning of the location of content files to be delivered. 

 Provisioning of metadata related to content files to be delivered. 

 Provisioning and profiling of users. 

 Provisioning of Mobility support and Multicast capacities of the service 

6.1.3 Session Management 

The Session Management (SM) entity is responsible for supplying the underlying network elements with the 

required session setup information at creation, updates and modification during the session lifetime and 

session termination. During an active session, network events such as mobility or resource changes are 

occurring which require the video source to adapt the delivery attributes such as rate, encoding and video 

protection parameters. The SM thus is able to retrieve adaptation requests from the network entities and 

control the video transmission accordingly. Moreover, the SM itself monitors the ongoing session and either 

adapts the video delivery and/or trigger requests for network optimizations. The SM can be subdivided into 

modules which are the Video Control (VC), the E2E Monitoring, and the QoE Engine.  

6.1.3.1 Session Management & E2E Monitor  

The E2E Monitoring (E2EM) interacts with the video client to estimate the quality of service attributes and 

the user experience of a video flow. It also collects information regarding the network status to predict the 

connectivity attributes. Retrieved information and estimations are the inputs for algorithms which handle the 

content adaptation and protection as described further in section 6.1.4. Theoretically, each application can 

monitor E2E connectivity independently of other applications and make its decisions regardless of the 

network layer. This is how it is done today for most cases. However it is clear that it is just providing a single 

monitoring mechanism not coupled with specific application, aiming to increase the monitoring efficiency on 

one hand and to improve network response and behaviour on the other. Such monitoring mechanism may 

result in extensions to existing socket API towards the application layer at MN which will interact with 

monitoring agent in the network side to exchange information. The E2E monitoring should estimate the 

delay, loss and bitrate parameters on a per flow bases. 
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6.1.3.2 QoE Engine & Video Control  

The QoEVC interacts with external and internal entities to provide video services attributes such as QoE 

sensitivities, and to retrieve adaptation requests from the network. It interacts with internal VSC subsystem 

WP2 entities to receive the service provisioned information, and to trigger adaptation mechanisms at the 

video source. VC relies on network monitoring information as well as on internal E2E monitoring to 

autonomously and dynamically command on video adaptations and delivery attributes. It has interfaces with 

the Connection Manager (CM at the Mobility subsystem, see D4.1[3] for more information) to retrieve 

mobility information and to signal video requirements, with the Decision Module (DM at the TO subsystem, 

see D5.1 [5] for more information) to setup the session and to retrieve CDN content sources URL, and 

communicate with the X-Layer (XL at the TO subsystem, see D5.1) to retrieve content adaptation requests 

and to trigger network adaptation and optimization for a given flow. The QoE engine is responsible to 

generate and hold a data base of utility functions which relates specific content (like video clip) QoE to 

various QoS attributes.  The QoE engine thus is responsible to generate and the QoE utility functions as 

described in section 5.2.2. The QoE engine prepares QoE sensitivity information of each video. In any case 

the derivation is performed off-line, and is stored at the network for multiple session use. In HTTP streaming 

type of service like YouTube, long videos, might be segmented into shorter video segments where multiple 

sensitivities are calculated on a per segment bases allowing changes in the video content to be reflected in 

the optimization. When adaptive streaming is used, the original file is multi-bitrate and the delivery is on 

chunk bases, thus the sensitivities information may be calculated per chunk‘s intervals.  For live streaming or 

third-party videos, the sensitivities provided will be average references per video profiles. The QoE engine 

keeps a set of default sensitivity profiles. Videos are categorized into limited types based on their 

spatiotemporal characteristics. Each type of videos can approximately use a default sensitivity profile. The 

QoE engine on-line maps the type of a video and selects a sensitivity profile for the video. The QoE engine 

provides this utility functions to the network optimization and content adaptation entities during sessions via 

dedicated interfaces. The sensitivity information are delivered to the X-layer optimization entity in the TO 

subsystem at the beginning of a session (for short clips) or periodically (for long movies). The cross-layer 

optimization entity in the TO subsystem uses this information to perform QoE-based rate adaptation. The 

content adaptation entity in the VSC subsystem can also fetch the sensitivity information when it requires 

performing QoE-aware content adaptation. 

6.1.4 Adaptation & Transport 

The Adaptation & Transport module is responsible to adapt the stream to the network capabilities, thus it 

may be referred as network aware content adaptation. The module interacts with the VC entity in the SM 

module to retrieve adaptation requirements such as target bitrate or content protection levels using FEC 

mechanisms. Moreover the data sent over the network is marked at the header for assuring priority 

treatments at the underlying network segments along the delivery path.  

6.1.4.1 Content Adaptation 

The content adaptation module is responsible for encoding profiles of the movie, in pre-coded files like VoD 

it is responsible of selecting the best matching encoded profile, in live streaming it is responsible of 

generating the encoding in real-time, being the goal to minimize the delay and packet dropping at the 

underlying networks and thus to allow maximal quality. The use of different codecs relevant to the working 

environment, specifically, H.264 and SVC (see Section 3.2.2) will also be studied. The use of SVC for real-

time streaming will be implemented where video layers will be created and used for enhancements over the 

basic layer when possible. Video streams are very sensitive to delay, jitter and loss, the role of content 

protection is to stabilize the perceived stream, and statistically allow decoding with high probability to 

guarantee smoothness of the quality. Loss events are expended to cases where packets are received after 

display time.  

6.1.4.2 Content Protection  

The content protection module is responsible for generating packet based redundancy in the stream by using 

FEC mechanisms; the FEC should be adaptive to the loss conditions over the networks and should allow 

flexibility to the network to drop packets. As the content has different importance levels the FEC should 

protect the more important data with stronger protection levels and code overheads. When multicast is used, 
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such as in PBS or MobileTV services, the different levels of reception conditions of different users may lead 

to either poor reception by some users or waste of network resources in other cases, thus the proper level of 

protection together with video importance will be studied and algorithms will be implemented in this 

module. 

6.1.4.3 Network Aware Transport 

Network aware transport is responsible for last adaptations before the packets are released to the network, 

thus it should handle scheduling mechanisms for ensuring the top priority content will be delivered while 

other might be filtered and marked. Packet marking plays a key role in video delivery over the MEDIEVAL 

architecture. To improve the QoE of the stream, sometimes, the core network (the TO subsystem) could 

decide to filter and/or schedule the video packets. For this reason, adaptive scheduler and marking of video 

packets are used in order to achieve priority transmission. Standard video encoders, like MPEG and H.264, 

adopt the hierarchical structure, in which loss of the frames with various coding types cause different 

degradation of video quality. Several previous studies focus on marking packets based on coding types of 

each frame, which are considered to represent the application layer QoS. Some marking techniques are 

already proposed in the State of Art adapted for Diffserv network. Packets are classified into different 

transmission priorities in terms of pre-marking based on the QoS requirements at the application layer and 

re-marking at the network layer by the packet markers, such as the Single Rate Three Color Marker 

(SRTCM) [47] or the Two Rate Three Color Marker (TRTCM) [48]. In the MEDIEVAL project, packet 

marking algorithm based on QoE impacts will be studied. For example, one has to estimate the contribution 

made by each frame to the video perceptual quality and pre-mark the video packets.  On the IP layer, the use 

of the IP DS (Differentiated services) field will be investigated, for example using Diffserv. One has to map 

the I frame, the audio and control information in class I, the P frame in class II and the B frame in class 3. 

The analysis will focus on the recently H.264, and SVC codecs within the context of being used for 

prioritization and queuing video packet in heterogeneous mobile networks and under events such as mobility. 

6.2 Multicast Vs Video Services Architecture 

One of the essential steps towards an efficient network for delivery of video contents is the transport over 

Multicast. Because multicast was not inherent to the IP protocol, its adoption by Telecommunications 

operators has faced some problems, particularly in wireless media, with issues such as security and access 

control and difficult group-based communications QoS management. Furthermore this is even truer on 

Cellular Networks where operators don‘t want to invest in MBMS systems. Multicast needs to be handled 

from different protocol layers, and both at the access and core network sections, but most importantly, the 

goal is to support multicast in a coordinated way across the layers. Besides, multicast is seen differently from 

different levels, namely from the service level, the network level, and the wireless access level, where 

distinct mechanisms and protocols are required. 

For WP2, Video Services, there are two essential topics related with multicast. First is the provisioning and 

advertisement of multicast services. For this both the provisioning modules and the Video Service Portal 

must be prepared to receive multicast services to be provisioned on the platform. Second the is the ability to 

stream multicast packets containing proper marking indication the service and content type being delivered 

on the network 

6.3 Physical Placement of Logical Entities  

Based on the network architecture several nodes are extended to provide video service relevant 

functionalities. The logical entities introduced in Section 6.1 are deployed in new elements in MEDIEVAL. 

Figure 7 provides an overview of the deployment. 

 Video Service Portal is a MEDIEVAL server in the network, connected to the core network and 

content servers. 

 Provisioning is implemented as a Provisioning Platform in the network, communicating with other 

elements for provisioning. 

 Session Management is implemented in both the MN and the MEDIEVAL nodes MAR and 

mMAR. It functions in the video delivery session layers between the sources and terminals.   
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 Adaptation & Transport is implemented in both the MN and the MEDIEVAL nodes MAR and 

mMAR. It functions in the end-to-end transport layers between the sources and terminals. 
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Figure 7: Physical placing of VSC subsystem (WP2) components 
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7 Usage Scenarios 

7.1 Service Provisioning 

Figure 8 represents the provisioning of services into the MEDIEVAL system. It can be triggered by Internet  

Service Providers, providing their own services (Mobile TV, VoD, etc) into the system or simply by Content 

Providers. For some service, usually live services, applications can directly trigger the service provisioning 

with their information. 

 

Figure 8: MSC representing the Service Provisioning on MEDIEVAL 

The centre of the Provisioning modules is the Service Provisioning that provides the APIs for external 

provisioning of the services into the system. Provisioning can be triggered directly from the Service 

Provisioning API or from the terminal using APP_SP_ServiceRegistration in case of live content 

applications. Afterwards the Service Provisioning also passes the User and Content information to User 

Provisioning through SP_UP_ProvisionUser and Content Provisioning through SP_UP_ProvisionContent. 

Even when content is provisioned to the system it can trigger the QoE Engine and Video Control by the 

SP_QEVC_NewContentProvisioned interface to start the offline adaptation of this content and the extraction 

of its QoE parameters. The adaptation is performed by the Adaptation and Transport using the 

QoEVC_A&T_ContentAdaptation interface. 

 

7.2 Service Initiation 

Figure 9 represents the initiation of services on the MEDIEVAL system. It is triggered by the application on 

the mobile terminal. It starts by contacting the Video Services Portal to retrieve the list of services and the 

list of contents for the selected service. Afterwards the Portal activates the QoE and Video control that 

triggers the network to prepare for the delivery and provides the QoE sensitivity of the content. Finally it 

starts the streaming. 
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Figure 9: MSC representing the Service Initiation on MEDIEVAL 
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The Application on the user terminal interacts with the Video Service Portal through the Connection 

Manager to select the service, with APP_CM_GetServiceList and CM_VSP_GetServiceList, and the content 

list, through APP_CM_SelectService and CM_VSP_SelectService. Meanwhile the content list was obtained 

from the Provisioning with the PRO_VSP_GetContentList interface. 

Afterwards the Video Services Portal initiates DM_VSP_PrepareService prepare the network for the service 

by the Transport Optimization (Decision Module). On this step and if the content is cached the DM will also 

provide the best cache to distribute the content. Through QoEVC_VSP_PrepareService the Video Service 

Portal requests the QoE Engine & Video Controller to prepare the service for delivery and updates the Cross-

Layer Optimization module with the new QoE metrics using QoEVC_XLO_QoESensitivity. Then the Video 

Controller with QoEVC_DM_SetStream, asks the commitment of the service to the network. To conclude the 

QoE Engine & Video Controller trigger to the session on the Session Manager and End to End Monitoring 

with QEVC_SME2E_SetSession and with QoEVC_A&T_StartService it Triggers the Transport and 

Adaptation to start streaming the content to the client. 

 

7.3 Content adaptation triggered by the Core Network Monitoring 

Figure 10 represents the flow charts for content adaptation when the Core Network Monitoring at TO 

subsystem detects a degradation of the quality of the stream and requests the source in VSC subsystem to 

adapt the content there. The flow provides the involved the modules interactions and a possible QoE 

Sensitivity Update if this justifies at the time. 

 

Figure 10: MSC representing the Content adaptation triggered by Core Network Monitoring 

 

The QoE Engine & Video Controller is requested, with QoEVC_XLO_ContentAdaptation interface, by the 

X-Layer Optimization to perform adaptation on the source. Then the QoEVC requests the Adaptation and 

transport with QoEVC_A&T_ContentAdaptation interface to adapt the content. Afterwards it updates the 

QoEVC_XLO_QoESensitivity on the Traffic Optimization. 

7.4 Content adaptation triggered by end to end monitoring 

Figure 11 represents the flow charts for content adaptation when the Session Management and End 2 End 

monitoring detects a degradation of the quality of the stream reaching the client and the source adapt the 

content there. The flow provides the modules interactions and a possible QoE Sensitivity Update if this 

justifies at the time. 
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 Figure 11: MSC representing the Content adaptation triggered by Core Network Monitoring 

The QoE Engine & Video Controller is requested, with SME2E_QoEVC_Adaptation interface, by the 

Session Manager and End to End Monitoring to perform adaptation on video stream. Then the QoEVC 

decides the adaptation to be done and requests the Adaptation and Transport module with 

QoEVC_A&T_ContentAdaptation interface to adapt the content. Afterwards it updates the 

QoEVC_XLO_QoESensitivity on the Traffic Optimization. 

7.5 Content adaptation triggered by mobility 

Figure 12 represents the flow charts for content adaptation when the Connection Manager on Mobility 

subsystem starts the mobility procedure and to prevent some degradation of the quality of the stream, it 

decides to adapt the content temporarily. The flow provides the modules interactions and a possible QoE 

Sensitivity Update if this justifies at the time, as in cases where the new network has larger/smaller 

capacities. 

 

Figure 12: MSC representing the Content adaptation triggered by Mobility 
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When Mobility is eminent, the Mobility subsystem triggers the QoEVC to prepare for it and perform some 

adaptation or protection on the stream, using the CM_QoEVC_ContentAdaptation interface. The QoEVC 

decides the steps to take and with QoEVC_A&T_ContentAdaptation triggers the Adaptation and Transport. 

When the mobility procedures finish the QoEVC is again notified with CM_QoEVC_ContentAdaptation to 

return to the original streaming or adapt towards the new capabilities of the new terminal interface. If so it 

will adapt the stream and update the sensitivity with QoEVC_XLO_QoESensitivity on the Traffic 

Optimization subsystem. 
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8 Interface descriptions 

This section provides initial specifications of the architecture interfaces as shown in Figure 6, this section 

handles both the external and internal interfaces and providing high level details. To better understand the 

interfaces and their use please look at the use cases charts and text provided in sections 7.1 and 7.2. 

8.1 External Interfaces 

This section describes the external interfaces between VSC and Mobility subsystems and VSC and TO 

subsystems, i.e. with Mobility Management and Network Optimization respectively. The initial specifications 

of those interfaces are defined in D1.1 MEDIEVAL deliverable D1.1 [1], and are provided in here in brief 

for the convenience of the reader. 

8.1.1 Interfaces with Mobility Management 

The interfaces between the Video Services and the Mobility Management submodules are used for 

exchanging information between the application/service levels with lower level mobility entities such as the 

CM and the FM.  Some of the information needed by the FM is retrieved from TO subsystem entities to 

simplify the exchanges in the network. The exchange of information allows the Mobility Management to 

optimize the selection of PoA with the application/service requirements as well as allow tighter mechanisms 

like content adaptation at times of mobility which aims to smooth the user experience. By considering video 

application requirements as important criteria for PoA selection, we are aiming to prevent the case where 

mobility causes the degradation in performance and QoE retrieved by the end user. The interfaces we have 

defined allow mobility management function to trigger content adaptation before and after the HO process 

due to UE mobility; it‘s defined between the ―Connection Manager (WP4)‖ or ―Flow Manager‖ (see D4.1 

[3]) and the ―Video Control‖. In addition to adaptation, the interface may provide for managed network such 

as LTE, information regarding the assured QoS as well as statistics and predictions about the delivery; this 

will enhance the application monitoring algorithms with lower level reach and momentary network 

information.  The defined interfaces are specified in more details in MEDIEVAL deliverable D1.1 [1]. 

Figure 13 below illustrates the list of interfaces. 

Connection
Manager

QoE Engine &
Video Control

Flow
Manager

(2) List of services available on the network/ 
QoE &  QoS Requirement

(3) Adapt/Prepare content 
for Handover

Video Service
Portal

(4) Adapt/Prepare content 
for Handover

 

Figure 13: Interface with Mobility Management 

8.1.2 Interfaces with Transport Optimization 

This interface performs handshaking and exchanges cross-layer information between VSC subsystem and 

TO subsystem for transport optimization. During a session, WP2 and WP5 provide each other their 

monitoring information in their respective domain. They cooperate in a way that they request each other to 

perform adaptation when necessary. The video sensitivity information which is derived by the QoE Engine 

in WP2 and communicated to WP5 allowing WP5 cross-layer optimization to optimize network resources to 

maximize QoE level of network users as required by the application. The QoE Engine provides the video 

sensitivity in the form of a utility function. This function describes the relation between the perceived quality 

and a set of objective parameters, such as data rate and packet loss as described in section 5.2.2. The defined 

interfaces are specified in more details in MEDIEVAL deliverable D1.1 [1] in addition to QoE utility 
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functions the interfaces allow the exchange of monitored data in both sides, Figure 14 below illustrates the 

list of interfaces. 
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Figure 14: Interface with Transport Optimization 

8.2 Internal Interfaces 

This section provides the initial specification of the internal interfaces; the interfaces are described in high 

level to allow the reader understanding the purpose of the interfaces. 

8.2.1 QoEVC_SME2E_if  

This is a bi directional interface between ―Session Management & E2E Monitoring‖ (SME2E) and the ―QoE 

Engine & Video Control‖ (QoEVC). The interface allows the SME2E to set the QoEVC attributes and to 

provide the QoEVC with E2E monitoring estimations and measurements of the network attributes, for 

example the estimated available bandwidth, loss and jitter. The interface includes offline operations like 

request QoE derivation as well as real-time settings for ongoing sessions.  The VC may inform the session 

management regarding QoE sensitivity utilities availability, and other updates which are results from 

interactions with external WP2 elements. The exact definition of the interface is subject to further study, and 

will be provided in following deliverables of WP2. 

8.2.1.1 QoEVC_SME2E_SetSession  

QEVC_SME2E_SetSession.Request and QoEVC_SME2E_SetSession.Response is a bidirectional interface for 

initiating the session triggered by QoEVC to the SME2E during the session setup. It is characterized by 

setting the conditions for the E2E monitoring and for possible session updates. 

8.2.2 QoEVC_A&T_if 

This is an uni-directional interface between ―QoE Engine & Video Control‖ (QoEVC) and the ―Adaptation 

& Transport‖ (A&T) module. The interface allows the QoeVC to set the operating parameters of the A&T 

module, before and during of a session.  For example the target bitrate, encoding method, FEC overhead, 

packet marking attributes and more. It is not clear at this stage whether the knowledge and the ―how to‖ of 

the best adaptation mechanisms will reside in the QoEVC or at the A&T itself, this for sure will reflect on 
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the nature of the interface and the elements themselves. For the moment it is assumed that the QoEVC will 

set the adaptation target requirements while the how to mechanisms will reside in the A&T which are closer 

to the source and has the applicative knowledge in hand.  The exact definition of the interface is subject to 

further study, and will be provided in following deliverables of WP2. 

8.2.2.1 QoEVC_A&T_StartService 

QoEVC_A&T_StartService.Request and QoEVC_A&T_StartService.Response is a bidirectional interface for 

initiating the streaming, protection and possible adaptation of the content. It is triggered by QoEVC to the 

A&T during the session setup. It is characterized by setting the conditions defined by the QoEVC for the 

streaming to the Content Adaptation, Content Protection and Network Aware Transport subcomponents. 

8.2.2.1 QoEVC_A&T_ContentAdaptation 

QoEVC_A&T_ContentAdaptation.Request and QoEVC_A&T_ContentAdaptation.Response is a bidirectional 

interface for triggering the adaptation and possibly streaming, protection of the content. It is triggered by 

QoEVC to the A&T during the provisioning of new content and on the adaptation triggered by mobility and 

monitoring. It is characterized by setting the conditions defined by the QoEVC for the streaming to the 

Content Adaptation, Content Protection and Network Aware Transport subcomponents. 

8.2.3 QoEVC_VSP_if 

This is a bi-directional interface between ―QoE Engine & Video Control‖ (QoEVC) and the ―Video Service 

Portal‖ (VSP) module. The interface allows the VSP to have a close handshake with how the service is 

controlled and handled by the QoEVC. Interface may include triggering of service preparations, the portal 

interacts with the application, and may deliver application level information to the QoEVC, such applicative 

information are preferences of the application, for example an SVC stream of some application may prefer 

network filtering and dropping layers than real-time adaptation due to processing power or other limitations 

of the source. On the other hand, the QoEVC which receives network information from various monitoring 

sources may advice the portal on the relevant bitrate range of network support to be advised to the 

application when selecting content. The exact definition of the interface is subject to further study, and will 

be provided in following deliverables of WP2. 

8.2.3.1 QoEVC_VSP_PrepareService 

QoEVC_VSP_PrepareService.Request and QoEVC_VSP_PrepareService.Response is a bidirectional 

interface for the VSP to trigger the QoEVC to prepare the Streaming of the service. After the Service and 

content has been selected by the user, plus the network queried, the VSP sets the QoEVC to define the 

stream characteristics and start the delivery. 

8.2.4 PRO_SME2E_if 

This is a bi-directional interface between ―Provisioning‖ (PRO) and the “Session Management & E2E 

Monitoring” (SME2E) module. The interface allows the SME2E to be updated with new provisioned 

information, for example whether a service requires IP address continuity in mobility and more, the interface 

should allow the PRO to insert new content to the system which will result in storing and calculations of the 

QoE sensitivity functions. The exact definition of the interface is subject to further study, and will be 

provided in following deliverables of WP2.  

8.2.5 PRO_VSP_if 

This is a bi-directional interface between ―Provisioning‖ (PRO) and the ―Video Service Portal‖ (VSP) 

module. The interface allows the VSP to be updated with the provisioned service information such as 

whether the service is delivered via Unicast or Multicast bearers, whether the service requires IP address 

continuity in mobility and more, the interface should allow the VSP to insert new content to the system and 
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to provision its attributes, this will result in storing and QoE sensitivity calculations. The exact definition of 

the interface is subject to further study, and will be provided in following deliverables of WP2.  

8.2.5.1 PRO_VSP_GetContentList 

PRO_VSP_GetContentList.Request and PRO_VSP_GetContentList.Response is a bidirectional interface for 

the VSP to query the Provisioning about the list of available contents to a service. After the service has been 

selected it triggers the content provisioning about the available contents and this is returned to it. Afterwards 

this is provided to the Application. 

8.2.6 PRO_if  

This is a collection of unidirectional interfaces between the ―Provisioning‖ (PRO) submodules. These 

interfaces allow the provisioning of services into the MEDIEVAL platform. 

8.2.6.1 APP_SP_ServiceRegistration 

APP_SP_ServiceRegistration.Request and APP_SP_ServiceRegistration.Response is a bidirectional interface 

for provisioning of live services from live applications directly into the system. It is characterized by setting 

into the system the location information of the live source (IP, etc), the service characteristics (service type, 

mobility support, multi/unicast delivery methods and the content characteristics. 

8.2.6.2 SP_UP_ProvisionUser 

SP_UP_ProvisionUser.Request and SP_UP_ProvisionUser.Response is a bidirectional interface for 

transporting the information related with the users from the service provisioning to the user provisioning. 

8.2.6.3 SP_UP_ProvisionContent 

SP_UP_ProvisionContent.Request and SP_UP_ProvisionContent.Response is a bidirectional interface for 

transporting the information related with the content from the service provisioning to the content 

provisioning. 

8.2.6.4 SP_QEVC_NewContentProvisioned 

SP_QEVC_NewContentProvisioned.Request is an optional unidirectional interface that can be used in some 

services and for some content types that triggers the offline adaptation and QoE analysis of a just provisioned 

content into the sources. It is bidirectional interface that transport the content information from the content 

provisioning to the QoE Engine and Video Control module. 
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9 Summary and Conclusions 

The Video Service Control has the goal to provide a set of mechanisms to allow the network to control and 

improve the Quality of Experience perceived by users and to ease the impact of these services on network 

conditions. MEDIEVAL, ultimately, intends to change the current Internet  and evolve it towards a Video 

Service friendly transport network. Currently these aren‘t designed to support video services satisfactory, 

even, when their predicted to take a great share of tomorrows traffic. Thus for this document were described 

challenging user video services and an innovative architecture that tackles the VSC core functionalities in 

order to integrate with other subsystems: Traffic Optimization subsystem, Mobility subsystem and Wireless 

Access subsystem. As such the contribution of this deliverable is twofold: first the Video Services were 

described and the requirements necessary to their support were detailed; second, an architecture enabled to 

support the previously mentioned services was designed, by defining its main components, interfaces and 

primary use cases.  

The document initiated by providing some background information on Quality of Experience and how it is 

measured. It also provided information on existing Content Generation, detailing the H264 encoding, 

adaptation and the emerging standards, plus on Content Delivery over TCP and UDP. Following this it 

provided some highlights on the Video Services and the requirements retrieved to support these. 

MEDIEVAL targets controlling the majority of video traffic so it focuses on the most popular services: 

Mobile TV services MEDIEVAL targets for optimal access to TV services while moving and on efficient 

delivery for multiple users; Video on Demand services MEDIEVAL pretends to enhance the access to video 

content through caching and wireless access networking optimization mechanisms; Personal Broadcast 

services MEDIEVAL intends to enhance today‘s uploading-to-server-first techniques to enable mobile users 

as true video sources; and Interactive Video has minor focus from MEDIEVAL and it intends to facilitate 

real-time communication between users including video by enhancing the transport done by the network and 

access systems. 

Having the video services and requirements identified, the VSC architecture was divided into: the Video 

Service Portal that exposes the control functions that enable the control of the video services to applications 

and users; the Provisioning that supports the video services and operations related to the service, the users 

and the content; the Session Management that incorporates the Video Control & QoE Engine, which controls 

the Quality of Experience of the system and all the encoding and adaptation functions, and Session 

Management & E2E monitoring, responsible for handling the session mechanisms and its monitoring, sub 

modules; and the Adaptation & Transport, which contains Content Adaptation, Content Protection and 

Network aware transport functions. It functions were detailed and the principal interfaces have been 

presented while matched with the primary use cases. The architecture definition is still on a constant 

improvement and the successful revisions performed have presented a strong impact on its quality and how 

well the cross layer optimizations reach the proposed goals.  

Summarizing, the architecture of video services is presented in this deliverable supports the reliable and 

adaptive delivery of mobile video applications by integrating provisioning and control of video services and 

interactions with the networks and terminals while centring the challenges of distribution over hybrid and 

dynamic networks into QoE aware video content adaptation and user mobility. It also adopts a cross-layer 

optimization strategy starting from application-aware network management to network-aware service control 

using the enhanced transport layer. This architecture gives relevance to emerging mobile video services such 

as live streaming and the limitations introduced by today‘s QoS based control mechanisms. 

The next steps of this Workpackage and its tasks will be to provide a greater detail on the provided interfaces 

as well as to continuously improve the architecture by giving extra relevance to the differences between the 

services and the traffic they generate. It will also focus on describing the QoE mechanisms and algorithms 

that will enable the support of those services. Furthermore it will integrate the developed components with 

the available software and the other subsystems to fulfil the proposed objectives, in full scalable cross-layer 

QoE driven architecture. 
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Annex I: Relevant contributions to dissemination 

This annex provides a selected list of the dissemination work on technological topics considered within WP2 

in the first year of the MEDIEVAL project. Published and submitted papers for conferences are presented. 

I.1 Papers for Conferences  

Title: Key Function Interfacing for the MEDIEVAL Project Video-Enhancing Architecture 

Authors: Danie l Corujo, Carlos J. Bernardos, Telemaco Melia, Michelle  Wetterwald, Leonardo Badia, Rui L. Aguiar 

Conference: MONAMI Sep 2011  

In WP2 a focus on the Video Service Control role and his sub-modules functionalities, within the paper  

Abstract 

The FP7 MEDIEVAL project, which started in 2010, has been defining the necessary evolutions over 

today‘s mobile Internet architecture, in order to more efficiently support the upcoming growth of video 

services, in mobile wireless environments. This paper evolves from these initial definitions, by taking into 

consideration the requirement s placed by a core set of next generation video services and defining a global 

architecture. We describe its main functionalities and subsystems as well as the necessary interfaces, towards 

the operation of these services in different use cases.   

 

Title: A QoE-based Transport Optimization for Video Delivery over Next Generation Cellular 

Networks 

Authors: Noam Amram, Bo Fu, Gerald Kunzmann, Telemaco Melia, Daniele Munaretto, Sabine 

Randriamasy, Bessem Sayadi, Joerg Widmer, Michele Zorzi 

 
Conference: MediaWiN 2011 workshop in conjunction with ISCC 2011, Corfu, Greece, June 2011 

In MEDIEVAL the network optimized video services based on QoE driven, it is suggested an approach of 

mobile CDN, transport optimization aiming to achieve reliable and adaptable video solution. 

Abstract 

Video streaming is considered one of the most important and challenging application for next generation 

cellular networks. Current infrastructures are not prepared to deal with the increasing amount of video traffic. 

The current Internet, and in particular the mobile Internet, was not designed with video requirements in mind 

and, as a consequence, its architecture is very inefficient for handling video traffic. Enhancements are needed 

to cater for improved Quality of Experience (QoE) and improved reliability in a mobile network. In this 

paper we design a novel dynamic transport architecture for next generation mobile networks adapted to video 

service requirements. Transport optimization of video delivery is achieved through a QoE oriented redesign 

of networking mechanisms as well as the integration of Content Delivery Networks (CDN) techniques. 
 

 

Title: QoE optimization with network layer awareness on hybrid wireless network 

Authors: Telemaco Melia, Sabine Randriamasy, Daniele Munaretto, Michele Zorzi 
Conference: ITG workshop Sep 2011 

Abstract 

Ubiquitous wireless access is today a reality. Multi-mode mobile devices (Smartphones) integrating cellular and WiFi 

wireless technologies are gaining a large market share providing access to data stored in the network (the cloud) 

anytime and any-where. This opens the door to new business opportunities where converged services can be offered 

across the available access networks. Functionalities such as WiFi offload, multi PDN connections and IP flow mobility 

are now regarded as key tools to steer IP traffic depending on subscribers‘ profiles, operators‘ policies and dynamic 

network conditions. Mobile operators therefore face the challenge of supporting it and require new tools to better 

control their resources while keeping the customer satisfaction, thus reducing their churn rate. Following this vision we 
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identify two key issues: firstly the quality perceived by the end users and secondly the application requirements in terms 

of network resource usage. 


